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Electronic and Lattice Contributions to Phase Transitions in Ruthenate
Perovskites and Related Compounds
Qiang Han
This thesis focuses on the phase transitions, including ferro-magnetic, anti-ferromagnetic,
metal to "Mott" insulator and structural transitions in perovskite and Ruddlesden-Popper
ruthenates. The thesis is mainly composed of two parts.
The rst half presents Density Functional Theory (DFT)+Dynamical Mean Field Theory
(DMFT) studies of the electronically driven phase transitions in various ruthenate mate-
rials. We study cubic perovskite BaRuO3 via DFT add DMFT method using interaction
parameters which were found in previous studies to be appropriate for the related mate-
rials, CaRuO3 and SrRuO3. The calculated variation in transition temperature between
the Ba and Sr compounds is consistent with experiment, conrming the assignment of the
compounds to the Hund's metal family of materials, the appropriateness of the single-site
dynamical mean eld approximation for these materials as well as conrming the appropri-
ateness of the values for the interaction parameters. The results provide insights into the
origin of magnetism and the role of the van Hove singularity in the physics of Hund's metals.
We also study the metal-insulator transition (MIT) and magnetic transitions in Ca2RuO4.
The Ru-O bonds lengths are found to be the most important control parameters for the
metal-insulator transitions and rotations are found to be less important. The calculation
successfully captures the important features of the para-magnetic (PM) "Mott" insulating
state, including the orbital occupancy disproportionation and the orbitally resolved electron
spectral function. It shows the advantage of single set DFT+DMFT in dealing with strongly
correlated multi-orbital systems without the assumption of spin symmetry breaking.
In the second half, we present a Landau free energy model that incorporates the elec-
tronic energetics, the coupling of the electronic state to local distortions and the coupling of
local distortions to long-wavelength strains. The model is used to elucidate important ex-
perimental features in thermal and current-induced MIT in Ca2RuO4 and Ca3Ru2 xTixO7
materials. The investigation of lattice and electronic energetics and determination of pa-
rameters using DFT+DMFT methods is explained. The change in lattice energy across the
metal-insulator transition is shown to be comparable to the change in electronic energy.
Important consequences are a strongly rst order transition, a sensitive dependence of the
phase boundary on pressure and that the geometrical constraints on in-plane lattice param-
eter associated with epitaxial growth on a substrate typically change the lattice energetics
enough to eliminate the metal-insulator transition entirely. The change in elasto-resistance
across the MIT is determined. The DFT+U relaxation study shows the octahedron relax-
ation with respect to uniaxial strain on a and b axes are very dierent. This sensitive a and
b axes dependence is observed in calculations on both Ca2RuO4 and Ca3Ru2O7. The the-
ory model is also generalized to investigate spatially non-homogeneous solutions. Important
features of the stripe patterns at the domain boundaries of metallic and insulating phases
are discussed and compared with experiments.
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Section 1.1 gives an overview of the strongly correlated materials and of some theoretical
approaches to study and describe their phase transitions. Section 1.2 describes the ruthenate
materials of interest. Section 1.3 presents DFT+DMFT formalism and its application to
bulk and layer perovskite ruthenates.
1.1 Overview of Strongly Correlated Materials and Hub-
bard Model
Strongly correlated electron materials are an important area in condensed matter physics
because of their intriguing emergent phenomena and potential applications. These materials
are charactered by partially eld d or f shells. These are spatially localized orbitals, in which
electrons are subject to strong Coulombic repulsion from other electrons in the same shell.
The interaction of electrons are comparable or stronger than the kinetic energies of the
electrons and can not be treated by perturbative or mean-eld approaches. Due to these
interacting electrons, such materials exhibit a rich variety of complicated emergent electronic
phenomena and competing orders. Examples are "Mott" metal-insulator transitions (MIT)
in ruthenates[72] and nickelates[92, 3], antiferromagnetism (AFM) to ferro-magnetism (FM)
transitions of rare earth titanates[48, 27], high Tc superconductivity in cuprates [5] and
colosal magnetoresistance in maganites[43, 41].
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One may represent the physics in terms of a generalized tight bonding model including
orbitals  localized at site i, derived from a more fundamental electronic structure calcula-




















where i,j,k,l are lattice site labels, ; ; ;  are for orbitals and ; 0 for spins. To simplify
the analysis while capturing the electron interaction, Hubbard[35] argued that one may
downfold the Hamiltonian to a single band of electrons and one may further assume the
interaction are strongly localized such that we only keep the on-site Hubbard interaction










One can see that the non-interacting part Hamiltonian favors the hopping of the electrons
from site to site, whereas the Hubbard interaction penalizes (if U > 0) two electron on the
same site. Thus at a half-lling case, when Hubbard interaction is large enough compared
to the kinetic energy, the ground state will be one electron on each site, prohibited to move
due to the repulsion from neighbor sites. This is the basic intuition of the formation of Mott
insulator at half-lling[67, 66]. In this Mott insulating phase, if U is large, the hopping tij
may be treated as a second order perturbation. If the electrons on nearest neighbor sites
have opposite spins, the exchange contributes to the perturbation and lowers the energy
of the ground state. If the nearest sites have parallel spins, such supper-exchange is not
allowed. In this case the AFM gains more energy than FM phase. In many cases more
than one orbitals are relevant and the interaction are correspondingly more complicated.
To describe the interactions of electrons among dierent orbitals we need a multi-orbital
Hubbard model. For example, in perovskite ruthenate, the frontier orbitals are t2g orbitals
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Since more channels of exchange are available and Hund's coupling among orbitals comes
into play, new phenomena such as FM insulating phase and orbital ordering may appear.
















the Kanamori form can be expressed as
Ht2g = (U   3J)
N(N   1)
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From Eq. 1.5 we can see the interaction favors maximal total spin S and maximal total
angular momentum L for given S which are the rst two of Hund's rules[36]. Thus the
interaction parameter J is also called Hund's coupling and it is found in previous works that
the Hund's coupling is crucial for the physics of many transition metal oxides[22].
1.2 Ruthenates
This thesis focused on two series of ruthenates:Ba,Sr,CaRuO3 and CaRuO3,Ca2RuO4 and
Ca3Ru2O7. I will use these materials as examples to illustrate the interplay of electron
interaction and crystal structures in phase transitions. The starting point is the perfect
cubic perovskite BaRuO3[40] whose unit cell is shown in Fig 1.2(a). The basic unit of the
crystal structure is the octahedron formed by one Ru atom in the center and six oxygen
atoms on the vertices of the octahedron, Fig 1.2(c). In the cubic perovskite structure,
the octahedra are corner shared with each oxygen atom connected to two Ru atoms. Th
Ru site has cubic point symmetry(Oh) and the 5 d orbitals are split into two groups: a
3
doublet transforming as the eg irreducible representation, and a triplet transforming as the
t2g irreducible representation. The t2g orbitals are relevant to the ruthenates. If the point
symmetry is lowered, the degeneracy of the t2g orbitals is lifted as shown in Fig 1.2(d). For
example, changing the way of octahedron layers stacking, one could go from a bulk perovskite
CaRuO3 to layer perovskite (Ruddlesden Popper), shown as the vertical axis Fig 1.2(e).
For example, RP n=1 symmetry, the octahedrons are not connected in the z directions
Fig. 1.2(b). Since the overlap between each layer is very small, the electronic dispersion is
to a good approximation two dimensional. Lowering the symmetry from Oh to Th splits the
t2g into degenerated dyz and dxz orbitals and non-degenerate dxy orbital. The octahedron
distortion can also be induced achieved by changing A site elements in compounds ARuO3,
shown in the horizontal axis in Fig 1.2(e) and external strains or pressure. For example,
changing the Ba to Sr or Ca in perovskite BaRuO3 would induce GdFeO3 type octahedron
distortions since Sr and Ca has bigger ionic radius. The GdFeO3 distortions can be described
by a rotation along c axis and a tilt along in-plane bond axis. These distortions further split
the van-holf singularity density of states peak and decrease the hybridization on Ru-O bonds
thus decrease the band width which has direct inuence on the FM transition temperatures.
By changing the way of octahedron stacking, one could go from a bulk perovskite CaRuO3
to layer perovskites (Ruddlesden Popper), These dierent symmetry on the crystal eld
inuence the d electron lling of the orbital derived bands and the hybridization of Ru-O
bonds inuence the eective correlation strength of the electrons. For example, the low
temperature phase of Ca2RuO4 is featured by a compression on apical Ru-O bond and
expansion on the in-plane Ru-O bond. This structure leads to a large split between dxy and
dyz or xz bands. Since the electronic conguration of Ru ion in compounds is 4d
4, large split
favors lled dxy and half lled dyz=xz leading to a Mott insulator on under strong electron
correlation. In this thesis we study the interplay of the crystal structure derived symmetry





Figure 1.1: (a)Unit cell of BaRuO3. (b)Unit cell of Ca2RuO4 (c)Examples of octahedron
distortions .(d) d orbital split due to crystal eld. (e) Demonstrative diagram of the relations
for the materials of interest.
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1.3 DFT+DMFT Formalism
1.3.1 Construction of the non-interacting Hamiltonian
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a successful method in describing electronic structure
and ground state energy. The theory is rstly proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn[33] that
for an interacting system
H = T + U + V (1.6)
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j~r   ~r0j + Exc[n(~r)] +
Z
d3rv(~r)n(~r) (1.8)
where the Exc is called the exchange-correlation functional. Kohn and Sham [53] further
showed that each interacting system can be mapped to a non-interacting system with Hamil-
tonian
H0 = T + Veff (1.9)
such that the non-interacting system has the same ground state electron density n(~r). The











The way to solve the ground state electron density involves a self-consistent loop: for ex-
ample, starting from an initial trial density, one could construct the KS eective potential
and solve the KS equation of the non-interacting system
H0i = ii (1.11)
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and calculate the electron density via n(~r) =
P
i ji(~r)j2f(i) where f(i) is the Fermi
distribution. Then the newly obtained electron density is used to start the new iteration.
The approximation and error of the DFT comes from the fact that the exchange correlation





which assumes xc only depends on the density and the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) assumes xc not only depends on the density but also the gradient of the density.
When it comes to the strongly correlated system such assumptions of the exchange correla-
tion form becomes inappropriate and DFT+U methods tends to overestimate the electron
correlation since its mean eld nature.
Based on several previous works[13, 15, 30, 31], we have now a well established formalism
to study strongly correlated transition metal oxides, especially ruthenates via DFT+DMFT
methods. We downfold Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions obtained using the DFT method into
the subspace of t2g orbital derived bands and include correlation among these bands via
DMFT method. It is adequate to keep only t2g orbitals as correlated bands because in these
materials the t2g bands are usually well isolated from other bands(oxygen p bands and Ru
eg bands) and localized around the Fermi level (Fig 1.2). The other bands eect is regarded
as a screening on the correlation of t2g bands.
Thus we use multi-orbital Hubbard model to describe the frontier electrons on t2g bands.
The Hamiltonian is shown in eq 1.13








is non-interacting part Hamiltonian from DFT calculations. The hopping matrix is obtained
using the Most-localized Wannier Functions (MLWF) via wannier90[65]
tijmm0 =< ~Ri;m;jHDFT j~Rj ;m0; > (1.15)
7
Figure 1.2: Band structures (in solid blue) and MLWF t of t2g orbital derived bands (in
solid red) from DFT calculations using 400K experiment[7] measured atom positions.










which minimizes the spreading 





[< ~R;mjr2j~R;m >   < ~R;mj~rj~R;m >2] (1.17)
More details of electronic structures calculations and MLWF t for specic materials
are given in the following sections. We choose the Slater-Kanamori form 1.3 to describe the
electron interactions among the correlated bands, where U = 2:3 ev and J = 0:35 ev which
are found to be appropriate for ruthenate materials by reproducing the correct phase in Sr
and CaRuO3 in previous works[15, 30].
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1.3.2 A brief introduction to DMFT and its adaption to Ruthen-
ates
This subsection basically follows Ref [21]. The partition function of the previous multi-








The idea of DMFT is to map the complicated Hubbard model on lattice to an impurity






















where the G0 is the cavity Green function. It is related to the lattice Green function G
latby











Further simplication about this problem is based on DMFT assumption that the self-
energy dened by the impurity model eq 1.20 is equivalent to the self-energy of the lattice,
implying
ij(!n) = ijimp(!n) (1.22)
Based on this assumption, it is easy to prove that eq 1.21 becomes










!n +   (~k)  (!n)
(1.24)
Eqs 1.23, 1.24 with  obtained from Eq. 1.20 form a self-consistent loop for the DMFT
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calculations which is shown in the Fig. 1.3. For example, one could start the calculation
using Hartree Fock approximation as an initial guess for the self-energy, and using eq 1.23
and eq 1.24 to calculate the local Green function and Weiss eld G0. The impurity model
which is dened as the Weiss eld and interacting Hamiltonian is solved by Continuous
Time Quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) methods[28] implemented in Toolbox for Research
on Interacting Quantum Systems (TRIQS) library[73, 83]. The results are usually the
impurity Green function and self-energy imp, which is used again as the input for the next
loop to calculate Gloc and G0. Self-consistency is achieved once Green functions are similar
between input and output from the self-consistency loop. The lattice Green function in k
space is then
Gk;! = ((!n + )1  (~k)  (!n)) 1 (1.25)
Figure 1.3: Demonstration for the DMFT self-consistent loop.
The DMFT loop described here is single shot DFT+DMFT meaning the self-consistent
loop is only for DMFT and the correlation eect on charge density is neglected. If the
self-energy and Green function is used to calculate the charge density and put it back to
the DFT again to recalculate the hopping matrices, these forms a full charge self-consistent
DFT+DMFT methods.
The DMFT approximation mentioned above is for single site DMFT. In comparison is
the cluster DMFT which maps the lattice model to a multiple sites impurity model. In
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most of the ruthenates, there are multiple sites in one unit cell. However, simplication of
the calculation to single site can be achieved because of the fact that dierent Ru sites are





where SA and SB are transformation matrices that transform self-energy of A and B site
octahedron to their own local axes respectively. And based on previous work, the matrices of
transformation are the same matrices that diagonalize the onsite orbital energy Hamiltonian
t0;0;m;m0; as in eq 1.15. So the basic procedure is using the 3 by 3 submatrix of the Weiss
eld as input to solve the impurity self-energy, and reconstruct the total self-energy in global
basis which is the one that plugged into eq 2.13 to get the local Green function. In this
way, one only need to solve a single site impurity problem once. This idea discussed above
is for PM phase or FM phase. It can be further generalized to GAFM phase, by implying




where  is the opposite spin of . In the local axes, the o diagonal elements of the local self-
energy are very small and may cause sign problems which reduce the ecient of the Monte
Carlo simulation. Thus in real calculations, one may drop o the o diagonal elements in
the self-energy. In the rest of thesis we use single shot single site DFT+DMFT methods.
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Chapter 2
Dynamical Mean Field Study of
Ferromagnetism in
Ba,Sr,CaRuO3
This chapter presents our study of Ferro-magnetism in Ba,Sr,CaRuO3. Part of the results
is published in [30]. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives the
background and motivation. Section 2.2 presents the calculational methodology. Section 2.3
presents our main calculated results and section 2.4 provides analysis and interpretation of
the transition temperatures. Section 2.5 presents our DMFT study of strain eect on FM
transition temperature in strained BaRuO3 lms. Section 2.6 is a summary and conclusion.
2.1 Introduction
The relation between crystal structure and electronic properties is a fundamental issue in
condensed matter and materials physics. Studies of the variation of properties across a family
of materials with similar chemical composition and structures can provide insight while the
ability to capture the variation in properties is an important test of theoretical methods.
In this subsection we consider the ARuO3 pseudocubic ruthenium-based perovskite family
of materials, with A=Ca, Sr or Ba. The Sr and Ca compounds have been studied for
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decades, but BaRuO3 has been successfully synthesized only relatively recently [40, 101].
The materials crystallize in variants of the ideal ABO3 cubic perovskite structure and the
three choices of A site ion are 'isoelectronic': each donates two electrons to the Ru-O
complex and is otherwise electrically inert at the relevant energy scales. All three compounds
display correlated electron behavior including large mass enhancements. The Ca material
is paramagnetic down to the lowest temperatures measured, while the Sr and Ba materials
have ferromagnetic ground states with the transition temperature of the Sr materials rather
higher than that of the Ba material. The Ba compound is cubic perovskite symmetry; in the
Sr and Ca materials a GdFeO3 distortion (rotation and tilt of the RuO6 octahedra) occurs,
with the rotation and tilting angles being larger in the Ca than in the Sr compound. In the
Ba compound a van Hove singularity leads to a density of states peak that happens to be
very close to the Fermi level. The GdFeO3 distortion splits and weakens the peak in the Ca
and Sr materials; thus comparison of the electronic properties provides insight into the role
of the van Hove singularity in the magnetic ordering and correlation physics.
In this section we present a comparative DFT+DMFT analysis of Ba-, Sr- and CaRuO3
aimed at gaining understanding of the relation between the degree of octahedral distortion,
the correlation strength, and the magnetism in this family of compounds. Our work builds on
a DFT+DMFT study of CaRuO3 and SrRuO3 by Mravlje, Georges and two of us [15] which
concluded that the pseudocubic ruthenates should be identied as `Hund's metals' in which
the physics is dominated by a slowly uctuating local moment in the Ru d-shells while Mott
physics is of secondary importance [22]. A particular combination of interaction parameters
was argued to describe the materials well. In this paper we use the same methods to calculate
the ferromagnetic transition temperature and electron self energy for cubic BaRuO3, xing
the interaction parameters to the values determined previously. We nd that the calculated
dierence in ferromagnetic transition temperature between the Sr and Ba compounds is in
good accord with experiment, conrming both the applicability of the density functional
plus dynamical mean eld methodology to these compounds and the correctness of the
interaction parameters. Consideration of the variation of the electron self energy across the
series of compounds is shown to lead to insight into the role of the van Hove singularity
in the physics of Hund's metals. DFT+DMFT methods have been used to study electron
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correlation eects in Sr- and CaRuO3 [39, 26, 51, 84] as well as BaRuO3 [34, 16], here we
present a comparative study of the three ruthenate materials. We will comment on the
relation between our work and that of Refs. [34, 16] below.
2.2 Crystal Structure, electronic structure and many-
body model
2.2.1 Crystal Structures
BaRuO3 crystallizes in the ideal ABO3 perovskite structure[40]. CaRuO3 and SrRuO3
crystallize in a Pnma symmetry crystal structure related to the ideal cubic perovskite
structure by a GdFeO3 distortion corresponding to a four-sublattice tilt and rotation of the
RuO6 octahedra.[42, 6] The representative unit cell of Ca,SrRuO3 with GdFeO3 distortion
is shown in Fig 2.1 in comparison with unit cell of cubic perovskite in Fig 2.1(a). The
ionic radius among these elements are RCa < RSr < RBa. The small radius means that
in CaRuO3 the octahedron has the most freedom to rotate and tilt, thus biggest GdFeO3
distortion. SrRuO3 has a smaller distortion amplitude and BaRuO3 is perfect cubic per-
ovskite. Table 2.1 below shows nearest Ru-Ru distance, the Ru-O-Ru bond angles of the
three compounds[42, 6], notice that the rotation and tilt angles are the same so that the
in-plane Ru-O-Ru angles are the same as apical Ru-O-Ru bond angles.
2.2.2 Background electronic structure
We computed band structures for BaRuO3 using the experimental atomic positions and the
non-spin-polarized Generalized Gradient Approximation as implemented in VASP [56, 54,
55, 57] with energy cuto 400 eV and k-mesh as large as 11 11 11 to verify convergence.
Table 2.1: Crystal parameters: nearest Ru-Ru distances and Ru-O-Ru bond angles for Ba,
Sr, CaRuO3 and critical temperatures for FM phase in experiments[40, 6]
BaRuO3 SrRuO3 CaRuO3
Ru-Ru distance 4.006 A 3.92 A 3.84 A
Ru-O-Ru angle 180o 163o 149o
Tc 60 K 160 K N/A
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Figure 2.1: The unit cell of SrRuO3. CaRuO3 has the same symmetry, just bigger GdFeO3
distortions
(Figure 2.2 is based on this mesh. The rest of our results are obtained from a k-mesh of
5  5  5 to obtain the hopping terms for the DMFT calculation). We then extract the
near Fermi surface t2g derived bands via a t to maximally localized Wannier Functions
(MLWF) [60, 87] derived from t2g orbitals of Ru atom using the wannier90 code [65] with
an energy window from  3 eV to 1 eV (The interface between VASP and wannier90 is used
for this MLWF projection.) For the cubic Ba material the application is straightforward.
For the GdFeO3-distorted Ca and Sr materials we use the band structure data calculated
in Ref. [15] (obtained by Quantum ESPRESSO [24]) and the procedure outlined in the
same reference to nd a Wannier basis adapted to the local orientation of each octahedron.
We have checked that the Wannier function projection is similar if the VASP code is used
instead of Quantum ESPRESSO to calculate band structure of Ca- and SrRuO3.
Figure 2.2 shows the near Fermi surface band structure of BaRuO3 and the Wannier t
to the t2g symmetry states. The Wannier and VASP bands are almost indistinguishable. We
observe that the t2g bands identied by the Wannier procedure overlap slightly in energy
with other bands both at the lower end of the t2g bands (E   2:5 eV) and very near
the Fermi level. The overlap issue is much less severe in the Sr system and does not occur
at all in the Ca system [15] because the GdFeO3 distortion in those compounds leads to
narrower bands that are better separated in energy. The cubic structure of BaRuO3 means




Figure 2.2: (a) Near Fermi level energy bands of cubic perovskite BaRuO3. Lighter blue
lines are DFT bands. Heavier red lines are MLWF ts to the t2g-derived near Fermi level
orbitals using an energy window extending from  3 eV to 1 eV (dashed red line). (b) Total
density of states per Ru atom for BaRuO3: solid lines (blue online) DFT results; dashed
lines (red online) MLWF t. The Fermi level is at energy ! = 0.
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the other states. At energy E   2:5 eV, the overlap is with oxygen p-derived bands. The
overlap occurs near the zone center [  point - denoted by G in Fig. 2.2(a)] where there is
a sharp symmetry distinction between the states so identication of bands is unambiguous.
The other states near and above the Fermi level are determined by a ve band Wannier
analysis (not shown) to be of Ru eg origin. Inclusion of beyond-band theory interactions
will increase the crystal eld splittings, pushing these eg-derived bands farther from near
Fermi surface region of interest. We neglect the eg-and oxygen p-derived bands henceforth.
2.2.3 Many-body physics
To treat the many-body physics of BaRuO3 we follow Ref. [15] and use the one-shot density
functional plus dynamical mean eld method, in which an eective Hamiltonian for the
frontier t2g-derived bands is dened as
H = Hkin +Honsite; (2.1)
with Hkin obtained by projecting the DFT Hamiltonian onto the Wannier bands discussed
above and setting the chemical potential to ensure that these bands contain four electrons
per Ru. As usual in studies of transition metal oxides, the interaction Hamiltonian is taken
to be site-local and to have the rotationally invariant Slater-Kanamori form [38]. We use
the version appropriate [22] for intra-t2g orbitals which is eq 1.3, since these are the primary
focus of this work. We set U = 2:3 eV and J = 0:35 eV as proposed for the Ca and
Sr materials in Ref. [15] and solved the impurity model using the hybridization expansion
variant of the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CT-HYB) solver as implemented in
the Toolbox for Research on Interacting Quantum Systems (TRIQS) library [73, 83]. The
momentum integral needed to obtain the on-site Green's function for the DMFT loop is via
Gaussian quadrature using 303 k points for BaRuO3 and 26
3 k points for Sr- and CaRuO3;
the number of k-points is chosen to be large enough to capture the main features of the
density of states.
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Figure 2.3: (Color online) t2g projected near Fermi surface density of states for BaRuO3,
SrRuO3 and CaRuO3, obtained from Wannier t to calculated band structure. Vertical red
dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
2.3 DFT+DMFT Results and the Variation of Mag-
netic Transition Temperature
2.3.1 Density of states
Figure 2.3 shows the density of states of the three materials, projected onto the Wannier
functions corresponding to the Ru t2g orbitals of interest here. We see that the Ba compound
has the largest bandwidth ( 3:6 eV) and exhibits a near Fermi level density of states peak
arising from a van Hove singularity. The GdFeO3 distortion reduces the bandwidth and by
splitting the van Hove singularity reduces the near Fermi level DOS. The Sr compound has
bandwidth of  3:0 eV. The Ca material has a larger amplitude GdFeO3 distortion and a
correspondingly smaller bandwidth ( 2:6 eV) and larger splitting of the van Hove peak.
2.3.2 Self energies and correlation strength
To better understand the dierences in physics between the compound we present in Fig. 2.4
the imaginary part of the Matsubara self energies for the three compounds, calculated using
the interaction parameters given above at temperature T = 0:0025 eV. In the Sr and Ca
materials the octahedral rotations lead to small dierences between the self energies corre-
sponding to dierent local orbitals. As the dierences between orbitals are not of interest
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here we present results averaged over all three orbitals. We further restrict our calcula-
tions to paramagnetic phases, because the onset of ferromagnetism dramatically changes
the self energies. From Fig. 2.4(a) we see that for !n > 0:5 eV, the Ca compound (smallest
bandwidth) has the largest magnitude of the self energy and the Ba compound (largest
bandwidth) has the smallest. This variation between compounds is consistent with the
\Mott" picture in which the key parameter is the ratio of an interaction strength to a band-
width. However we see from panel b of Fig. 2.4 that at low frequency the curves cross. For
! . 0:4 eV the self energy for the Sr compound becomes larger in magnitude than that for
the Ca compound while for ! . 0:07 eV the self energies for the Ca and Ba materials cross.
We expect that at even lower temperatures the self energies for the Ba and Sr materials will
cross. This behavior suggests that the very low frequency and temperature limits of the self
energy are controlled by the near Fermi level density of states, which is largest for the Ba
material and smallest for the Ca material, rather than by the bandwidth [68].








where s0 is the residual scattering rate and s1 is an estimate for Re [d=d!] j!n!0 which,





j!n!0  1  s1: (2.3)
Two tests of whether the system is in the Fermi liquid regime (so that 1  s1 provides a
good approximation to the mass enhancement) are that s0  Im(!n = T )  s1T and
that the slope dened from the lowest two Matsubara points is in good agreement with the
Table 2.2: Intercept s0 and slope s1 obtained from fourth order t to orbitally averaged
Im computed at T = 0:0025 eV and the relative dierence  in percentage of the slope
s1 obtained from the tting and from the lowest two Matsubara points.  is dened as the
dierence between the two slope values divided by s1 value from the tting.
s0 s1 s1T m
=m 
BaRuO3 -0.02734 -4.508 -0.0354 5.508 30%
SrRuO3 -0.02974 -5.929 -0.0466 6.929 32%




Figure 2.4: (Color online) (a) Imaginary part of orbitally averaged self energy of CaRuO3
(dashed lines, green on-line), SrRuO3 (solid line, blue on-line) and BaRuO3 (dash-dotted
line, red on-line) calculated in the paramagnetic state at T = 0:0025 eV with U = 2:3 eV
and J = 0:35 eV. (b) Expanded view of low frequency region. The dots are the DMFT
results and the curves are from the fourth order polynomial t of the last six points of
Im(i!n).
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Figure 2.5: (Color online) Imaginary part of the self energy for model calculation with DOS
peak position (represented by the dimensionless parameter ) varying. SrRuO3 self energy
(circle dashed black line) is also showed for reference. Temperature is xed at T = 0:02 eV.
Results are obtained for paramagnetic order.
slope dened from the higher order polynomial t. The low frequency data and the tted
curves are shown in Fig. 2.4(b). Table 2.2 shows the rst two coecients along with the
percent dierence between s1 and the slope dened from the lowest two Matsubara points.
We see that for all materials the slopes computed in two dierent ways agree at the 25-30%
level, indicating that the calculations have at least reached the edge of the Fermi liquid
regime. However, for the Sr and Ba materials the intercept (residual scattering rate) is still
about 50% of the value at the lowest Matsubara frequency, suggesting that these compounds
have not quite reached the Fermi liquid regime, so the properties would evolve further as
the temperature is lowered.
At T = 0:0025 eV the mass enhancement of SrRuO3 is about 6.9 while for CaRuO3
and BaRuO3 it is about 5.5, although as noted for the Sr and Ba compounds the mass
enhancement may evolve further as the temperature is lowered. The dierences we see
between the wide-range and low frequency self energies are consistent with previous work
and suggest (in agreement with previous work) that in Hund's metals the low frequency
mass enhancement is more sensitive to the Fermi level density of states than to the overall
bandwidth [68]. However, the BaRuO3 results show that one needs to go to extremely low
temperatures before the density of states eect dominates.
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To gain more insight into the relative importance of dierent factors in the density of
states we have computed the mass enhancements for the model DOS shown in Fig. 2.8(a).
Figure 2.5 shows the results for self energy at T = 0:02 eV (computed in the paramagnetic
state). There is a systematic increase in correlation strength at low frequency as  decreases,
implying a stronger Hund's eect when the DOS peak position gets closer to the upper band
edge. This increase in the eective mass is consistent with the increase in Tc and suggests
that the importance of the Hund's coupling is determined not only by the Fermi level density
of states but also by the breaking of particle-hole symmetry.
2.3.3 Magnetic transition temperatures
To determine the magnetic transition temperatures we applied small elds H to the Ru t2g
orbitals, measured the resulting t2g spin polarization m in the converged DMFT solution,
and plottedm2 against H=m for dierent H and temperature T . We nd that our calculated








(T   Tc) (2.4)
very well, and the temperature at which the extrapolatedH=m = 0 value ofm2 vanishes pro-
vides a good estimate of the transition temperature. To conrm the result we extended the
DMFT solution to the ferromagnetic phase and plotted m2 against temperature. The form
of the Arrott plots and the agreement between these and the value calculated from the m2
vs T plot also conrms that the transition is second order. In the dynamical mean eld ap-
proximation used here the transition is mean eld, experimental measurements on BaRuO3
reveal non-mean-eld exponents [101] indicating the importance of uctuations which would
lower the transition temperature relative to the mean eld estimate. Results are shown in
Fig. 2.6 and conrm a transition temperature for BaRuO3 of Tc  0:012 eV  140 K. This
transition temperature is to be compared to the calculated value Tc  0:017 eV  200 K for
SrRuO3 and the absence of ferromagnetism in CaRuO3 obtained using the same methods
and the same interaction parameters [15]. Bearing in mind that mean eld approximations
such as DMFT overestimate transition temperatures, we consider that the ndings are in
good agreement with experimental results on this family of materials where CaRuO3 is not




Figure 2.6: (Color online) (a) Square of calculated magnetization m2 of BaRuO3 plotted
against ratio of applied eld H divided by magnetization m at U = 2:3 eV, J = 0:35 eV and
temperatures indicated. (b) m2 calculated at H = 0 plotted against temperature.
Tc  160 K [10] and BaRuO3 has Tc  60 K [40].
2.4 Dependence of Transition Temperature on Density
of States
In this subsection we analyze the calculated variation of transition temperature across the
material families. We begin our analysis by considering the Stoner (Hartree-Fock) criterion
for magnetism. In its simplest form [89], the Stoner criterion relates the onset of magnetism
to the product of an interaction and the Fermi surface density of states. In the single band
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case, suppose there is a small dierence between up and down spins m = n"   n#, compare
to the non-magnetic case, the interaction energy gain




and the kinetic energy increases by







where N0 is the density of states (DOS) at Fermi level. Thus according to this theorem, the
system can show magnetism if
EU + EK < 0 =) UN0 > 1 (2.7)
For t2g bands case, assuming an orbital-independent magnetizationm =
P
 (n"   n#) =3,
we nd that the change in interaction energy (expectation value of Honsite, Eq. (1.3)) is










where N0 is the density of states per orbital per spin, averaged over all orbitals. Thus the
Stoner criterion for the multi-orbital situation considered here is
(U + 2J)N0 > 1: (2.10)
Inspection of Fig. 2.3 shows that the values of N0 are  1:2 eV 1,  0:97 eV 1 and
 0:78 eV 1 for BaRuO3, SrRuO3 and CaRuO3 respectively. The Stoner criterion therefore
indicates, in clear contradiction to experiment and to our calculated results, that all three
materials should be ferromagnetic, and that the ferromagnetism should be strongest in the
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Figure 2.7: (Color online) Momentum-integrated orbitally averaged electron spectral func-
tion computed as described in the text at temperature T = 0:025 eV. The short-dashed line
(red on-line) is for BaRuO3, the solid line (blue on-line) is for SrRuO3 and the long-dash
line (green on-line) is for CaRuO3.
Ba material. This discrepancy suggests that beyond mean-eld many-body eects may be
important.
One possibility is that inelastic scattering broadens the density of states peak. We
present in Fig. 2.7 the local spectral function (many-body density of states) A(!) calculated
by using maximum entropy methods to analytically continue the self energy [96] and then
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(2.11)
We see that many-body eects substantially reduce the Fermi level density of states of the
Ba and Sr materials and slightly reduce that of the Ca material. However, even if we use the
many-body density of states, all three materials are predicted by the Stoner criterion to be
ferromagnetic and the Ba material is still predicted to have the strongest magnetism. We
therefore conclude that some parameter other than the value of the Fermi-level density of
states is important. A possible explanation was suggested by Kanamori [46] and investigated
in detail for a single band Hubbard model by Vollhardt, Ulmke and coworkers [93, 95, 94],
and later by two of us in the context of vanadate perovskites [14]. A key issue identied by
this work was a strongly skewed density of states, with a peak close to a band edge. In the
work of Refs. [93, 95, 94, 14], less than half-lled bands were considered, and ferromagnetism
was strongest if the Fermi level and density of states peak were close to the lower band edge.
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In the present situation the band is more than half lled and we expect that ferromagnetism
would be strongest if the peak were close to the upper band edge.
To investigate this possibility we constructed a family of model system densities of states,
all of which have the same bandwidth as SrRuO3 but with the van Hove peak at the Fermi
level as in BaRuO3. The densities of states dier in the positions of the upper band edge
EU relative to the Fermi level EF which we label by  = (EU   EF )=(E0U   E0F ), where
the superscript 0 indicates the values for BaRuO3 with only the bandwidth rescaled to the
SrRuO3. Several members of this family are shown in Fig. 2.8(a) (note the Fermi level is
always at the DOS peak).
For each of these systems we solved the DMFT equations and computed the transition
temperatures, nding Tc  0:033 eV for  = 0:76,  0:025 eV for  = 0:86,  0:018 eV
for  = 1:0 which should be compared to Tc  0:0125 eV for BaRuO3. The results show
that simply rescaling the bandwidth of BaRuO3 ( = 1:0) increases the Tc to the value
Tc  0:018 eV calculated for SrRuO3. A further increase occurs if the the DOS peak is
moved towards the upper band edge. Moving the DOS peak closer to the upper band edge
also increases the calculated magnetization [see Fig. 2.8(b)].
We therefore conclude that ferromagnetic transition temperature is controlled by three
factors: the DOS at the Fermi level (Stoner theory [89]), the DOS peak position with respect
to the band edge (Kanamori, Vollhardt and others [46, 94, 95, 93, 14]), and the bandwidth.
CaRuO3 has no ferromagnetism because the strong lattice distortion leads to the splitting
of the DOS peak and thus results in small magnitude of DOS at the Fermi level. BaRuO3,
despite of a large DOS peak, has larger bandwidth and the DOS peak position farther from
the upper band edge than SrRuO3, explaining the higher Tc of SrRuO3. As seen in Fig. 2.8,
adjusting the DOS shape of BaRuO3 to have similar bandwidth and DOS peak position as




Figure 2.8: (Color online) (a) The plot of noninteracting density of states: positive half
panel: BaRuO3 DOS with bandwidth rescaled to be the same as that of SrRuO3 and DOS
peak position shifted towards the upper band edge. The Fermi level is located at the DOS
peak position. The case  = 1 corresponds to the BaRuO3 DOS with bandwidth scaled to
the SrRuO3. The negative half panel: original DOS for BaRuO3 and SrRuO3. (b) m
2 vs.
T for three typical designed DOS, the original BaRuO3 and SrRuO3.
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2.5 Dependence of the transition temperature on strain
of bulk BaRuO3
As discussed previously, external strains are also eective in tuning the octahedron distor-
tions. In this subsection, we present the compressive epitaxial strain eect on the FM phase
transition in bulk BaRuO3. Bulk cubic perovskite BaRuO3 shows PM to FM at about 60K.
Experiments by Kyle Shen et.al. shows thin lm BaRuO3 subject to -2.5% compressive
strain stays PM phase down to their lowest temperature[8].
In order to illustrate the strain eect on the transition temperatures, we create two
more compressive strained structures with in-plane lattice constant a = 3:955A(-1.27%)
and 3:98A(-0.65%), by interpolating between experiment measured cubic phase a = b =
c = 4:006A and compressive strain a = b = 3:905 A(-2:5%), c = 4:067A. We conduct
DFT+DMFT calculations on these structures and compare the magnetization at dierent
temperatures. As in previous subsections, the static DFT calculation uses a non-spin po-
larized Generalized Gradient Approximation as implemented in VASP on 11*11*11 k mesh
and has energy cuto as 500 eV. The Most Localized Wannier Function (MLWF) t for
the t2g bands near Fermi level is obtained by wannier90. The Hamiltonian on MLWF basis
is used in DMFT along with the interacting Hamiltonian in eq1.3, and U = 2:3 ev and
J = 0:35 ev.
The crystal parameters (a,c lattice constants) and electronic parameters (orbital split
 = yz or xz   xy, band width W) and critical temperatures are shown in table 2.3. The
compressive strain leads to a larger c/a ratio, shorter in-plane Ru-O bond and larger out
plane Ru-O bond length. This lowers the cubic octahedral symmetry to tetragonal, lifts the
xy orbital energy, splits the density of states (DOS) peak near Fermi level and increase the
bandwidth. The non-interacting DOS of four structures are shown in Fig 2.9 (a). We can
see as in-plane lattice constants decrease compared to the cubic structure value, the van
Hove singularity DOS peak also decreases and moves away from the Fermi level, and the
bandwidth increases. As a result, the FM phase is suppressed. This is reected in DMFT
simulated m2 vs T curve in Fig 2.9(c) where critical temperature decreases as compressive
strain increases. Fig 2.9 (b) shows the comparison between the DOS of  2:5% compressive
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Table 2.3: Lattice constants and electronic parameters (orbital split , hopping among xy
orbitals txy) and critical temperatures measured in DFT+DMFT calculations of experiment
and strained BaRuO3 structures.
a c  txy Tc
BaRuO3 cubic perovskite 4.006 4.006 0 ev 0.34 ev 140 K
-0.65% compressive strain 3.98 4.021 -0.007 ev 0.335 ev 130 K
-1.27% compressive strain 3.955 4.036 -0.02 ev 0.36 ev 80 K
-2.5% compressive strain 3.905 4.067 -0.067 ev 0.38 ev N/A
strain and CaRuO3. The fermi level DOS of BaRuO3 is reduced and comparable to CaRuO3.
The bandwidth is larger making the correlation eect even smaller than CaRuO3. Given
that CaRuO3 has no FM phase, the compressed BaRuO3 should also has no FM phase. This
is consistent with experiment by Kyle Shen et.al and our DMFT simulation which doesn't
show FM phase down to 40 K and experiments.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented single-site dynamical mean eld calculations of the ferro-
magnetic transition temperature and electronic self energy of cubic and compressive strained
bulk BaRuO3. We used interaction parameters U = 2:3 eV and J = 0:35 eV obtained for
CaRuO3 and SrRuO3 in previous work [15] which place the material far from the Mott
insulating regime and rmly in the Hund's metal regime. We compared the results to those
previously obtained on GdFeO3-distorted SrRuO3 and CaRuO3. In good qualitative agree-
ment with experiment, the calculated ferromagnetic transition temperature of BaRuO3 is
positive, but substantially lower than that of SrRuO3. This agreement provides strong ev-
idence that the single-site dynamical mean eld approximation is a reasonable description
of the ruthenate materials and suggests that the interaction parameter regime identied for
the Sr and Ca materials is correct.
A very recent theoretical study using an almost identical formulation of the DFT+DMFT
methodology studied BaRuO3, considering a range of U and J values and focusing on the
self energy and local susceptibility in the paramagnetic phase [16]. Where parameter values
overlap, the results of Ref. [16] for the self energy are in agreement with those presented here.




Figure 2.9: (a)comparison of noninteracting DOS of BaRuO3 on dierent compressive
strains; (b)comparison of noninteracting DOS of BaRuO3 with -2.5% compressive strain
and CaRuO3;(c)lower plane: m
2 vs T for experiment measured cubic structure and two
compressive strained structures.
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at high temperatures, that a value J = 0:5 eV is more appropriate than the J = 0:35 eV
considered here. This issue deserves further investigation, but we note that according to
Ref. [15] this value of J would predict a ferromagnetic ground state for CaRuO3. The
other work [34] studied BaRuO3 using a slightly dierent implementation of DFT+DMFT
in which the correlated orbitals were dened as atomic-like d orbitals and the model was
dened over a much wider energy range. The parameters chosen in this study were such
as to lead to weaker correlation eects (self energies smaller by a factor of  2 than those
found here). Extending our analysis of trends across material families to a wider range of
parameters and to the wide-band implementation of DFT+DMFT are important issues that
might be addressed in future work.
The relation between the non-interacting (band theory) density of states and many-
body materials properties is a fundamental and important question in condensed matter
physics. A striking feature of the band theory density of states of BaRuO3 is a strong van
Hove peak very close to the Fermi level. We nd that proximity of the van Hove peak
to the Fermi level does not by itself drive dramatic correlation eects at the temperature
and energy scales accessible to us. The non-monotonic variation of transition temperature
with GdFeO3 rotation amplitude indicates that important features of the magnetism are
controlled by features beyond the value of the Fermi-level density of states, in particular
the bandwidth and distance from the DOS peak to the upper band edge. This nding is
in agreement with previous work [46, 93, 95, 94, 14]. We also see that even at the lowest
frequency the magnitude of the self energy of BaRuO3 is less than that of SrRuO3, indicating
that Hund's metal correlations also are sensitive not only to the Fermi level density of states
but also to additional structures in the density of states farther from the Fermi surface.
The compressive epitaxial strain eect on FM transition in bulk BaRuO3 is mainly
splitting the t2g orbitals thus the van Hove singularity peak at Fermi level and increasing
the band width. These eects on DOS can be strong enough to eliminate the FM phase.
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Chapter 3
Dynamical Mean Field Study of
the "Mott" Metal Insulator
Transition in Ca2RuO4
This chapter presents our study on the "Mott" metal-insulator transition (MIT) in Ca2RuO4.
Part of this section follows [31]. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section
3.1 introduces the background information of Ca2RuO4 including structural change and
MIT. Section 3.2 presents the main results of DFT+DMFT study of this material. Section
3.3 presents the quantitative inuence of octahedron modes on orbital split and hopping
parameters in DFT calculations. Section 3.4 presents the correlation of local octahedron
distortions and long-wavelength strain which compare the importance of bond lengths dis-
tortion and octahedral rotations in epitaxial strain case. Section 3.5 presents a study of the
magnetic transitions in SPbca and LPbca structures of Ca2RuO4.
3.1 Introduction
Ca2RuO4 exhibits a correlation-driven paramagnetic metal to paramagnetic insulator tran-
sition as the temperature is decreased below a critical value about 350 K[72]. The transition
is accompanied by a large amplitude, symmetry preserving lattice distortion [7, 20]. Below
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about 140 K there is an onset of antiferromagnetic order[7, 20], which is not relevant to
our present considerations. Ca2RuO4 crystallizes in a Pbca-symmetry structure with four
formula units in each crystallographic unit cell. The basic structural unit is the Ru-O6 oc-
tahedron; these form corner-shared planes separated from adjacent Ru-O6 planes by layers
involving Ca atoms. The left panel of Fig. 1.2(c) shows one unit cell with four formula
units. The Pbca structure is derived from the ideal tetragonal n = 1 Ruddlesden-Popper
structure by rotations of the Ru-O6 octahedrons about the apical Ru-O(2) bonds, tilts of
this axis with respect to the Ru-O(1) plane, as well as an additional distortion that makes
the two in-plane Ru-O bond lengths slightly dierent. The apical [Ru-O(2)] and the average
over the two in-plane directions [Ru-O(1)] Ru-O bond lengths are the crucial variables in
the electronic energetics. Their values across the metal-insulator transition are presented in
Table 3.1. The bond lengths continue to evolve as temperature is further lowered through
the insulating phase[7, 20].
Table 3.1: Experimentally determined apical [Ru-O(2)] and average in-plane [Ru-O(1)] bond
lengths and octahedral distortions [Eq. (3)] in A at T=295 K [[7]] and 400 K [[20]], and occu-
pancy (per spin per atom) of xy (nxy), and average of yz, zx (nyz=zx) orbitals from DMFT
calculation using the experimentally determined lattice structures at each temperature.
RuO(2) RuO(1) Q0 Q3 nxy nyz=zx
400 K 2.042 1.95 0.0 0.0 0.671 0.665
295 K 1.995 1.99 0.0196 -0.069 0.982 0.508
The relevant frontier electronic states are t2g-derived Ru-4d oxygen 2p antibonding states
which we refer to as Ru d states, following standard practice [2, 1, 25, 15, 30]. The t2g-
derived bands are well separated from the other bands, so we may focus our treatment
of the correlation problem on them, treating the other bands as inert[25, 15, 30]. The
tetragonal symmetry splits the t2g-derived triplet into a singlet (dxy) and a doublet (dxz and
dyz). The octahedral rotations and other distortions (angles  10) provide small additional
rearrangements of the level structure (in particular lifting the xz/yz degeneracy), but as long
as the orbitals are dened with respect to the local octahedral symmetry axes, the deviations
from the perfectly tetragonal structure do not signicantly aect the on-site level splitting,
basic energetics, or assignment of orbital character. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC  0:1 eV)
is important for lower T magnetic properties of the insulating state [86, 90, 52] but is not
relevant to the physics we consider here since the spin-orbit energy scales are small compared
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to the orbital level splitting and electron interactions. This work is published on [31]
3.2 DFT+DMFT study of MIT in single crystal CRO214
We use experiments measured atom positions at 295K and 400K [20, 7] as input structures
to study the relation between crystal distortions and electronic states. For a given lattice
structure we use the non-spin-polarized Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) as
implemented in VASP[56, 54, 55, 57] to calculate the electronic structure. The calculation
is on 11 by 11 by 7 k-mesh with energy cuto 500 eV . We extract the near Fermi surface t2g
derived bands via a t to maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) by wannier90[60,
87]. Fig. 3.2 shows the calculated band structures, their MLWF ts and DOS for the
experimentally observed 400K (metallic) and 295K (insulating) structures. Both shows
metallic phase on the DFT level which means including electron correlation is crucial for
the MIT.
We solve the correlation problem following previous work on related compounds [13,
15, 30], using similar DMFT formalism introduced in previous chapters. The projection
of the DFT Hamiltonian onto the Wannier basis describing the t2g manifold along with
fully rotationally invariant Slater-Kanamori interactions[47] 1.3 specied by the interaction
parameters U = 2:3 eV and J = 0:35 eV denes a multi-orbitals Hubbard model. The U
and J values were previously found to produce good representations of the properties and
phase diagrams of perovskite like CaRuO3, SrRuO3 and BaRuO3. Reasonable variations of
U and J around these values do not change the results signicantly[13, 15, 30]. We solve the
Hubbard model in the single-site DMFT approximation using the hybridization expansion
variant of the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CT-HYB) solver as implemented in
the Toolbox for Research on Interacting Quantum Systems (TRIQS) library[73, 83]. The
DFT+DMFT calculations for all structures are in paramagnetic phase with temperature
xed to 295 K (Note that the 4 Ru ions of the experimental Pbca structure are equivalent
up to a rotation to align the coordinate axes to the local octahedral axes). Self-energy
from DMFT calculations are shown in the Fig. 3.2. At 295 K the asymptotic value of
Re of xy orbital is lower than yz/zx, indicating the correlation eect further amplies






Figure 3.1: (a)band structures at 400 K; (b)band structures at 295 K;(c) density of states
at 400 K and (d) density of states at 295 K. Blue solid lines are for DFT calculations
and red solid lines are for MLWF t. Black dashed lines are Fermi level (zero ev) and
disentanglement window for the MLWF t.
the DFT+DMFT many-body density of states (angle-integrated photoemission spectrum)




Figure 3.2: Self-energy from DMFT and analytic continuation (AC for short) at 400 K




Figure 3.3: Orbitally resolved spectral function (interacting DOS) for Ca2RuO4 obtained
from DFT+DMFT calculations performed as described in the Appendix at T = 400K (left
panel) and T = 295K (right panel) using experimental crystal structures appropriate to
each temperature and interaction constants obtained in previous work. Dashed line at 0 eV
is fermi level.
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We nd, in agreement with a previous work [25], that a calculation at room tempera-
ture with the experimentally determined 400 K structure produces a moderately correlated
metallic solution while using the 295 K structure produces a Mott insulator. The metallic
state is characterized by an approximately equal occupancy of the three t2g orbitals. The
approximately equal orbital occupancy is not protected by any symmetry and is due to the
strong electron-electron scattering. The insulating state is orbitally disproportionated, with
an essentially fully lled xy band and half lled, much narrower, xz=yz bands with upper
and lower Hubbard bands separated by a gap. Calculated orbital occupancies are given in
Table 3.1.
3.3 Correlation of crystal structure distortions and elec-
tronic state parameters
3.3.1 Octahedral parameters
From previous study we have seen the main factors inuencing the metal-insulator phase
transition are orbital spacing  between dxy and dyz=zx orbitals, and nearest neighbor
hopping of dyz=zx orbitals(or their orbitals resolved bandwidth). The low temperature S-
Pbca structure is distinguished from the high temperature LPbca structure by a decrease
of the c-direction Ru-O bond length and a increase of the ab plane bond lengths; and an
increase of the tilt angle by about 3.4 degree, decrease of rotation angle by about 1 degree.
In order to study the relation between electronic parameters and the lattice distortions, we
use DFT and MLWF methods to calculate the electronic behavior of several structures with
dierent distortions.
Let's rst live in a tetragonal symmetry and set rotation and tilt angles of octahedral
to be zero. And if we dene z as the change of Ru-O bond length on c axis direction, x
on x, and y on y direction(notice x/y are dierent from a/b directions). Then the lattice








(2z   x  y) (3.2)
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The in-plane distortion Q1 =
1p
2
(x   y) is set to be zero, since it mainly inuences the
orbital splitting between dyz and dzx orbitals. So we choose the DFT+U relaxed tetragonal
symmetry structure as the initial structure whose Ru-O bond length equals 1.95A and lattice
constants: c = 11:82A, a = b = 5:515A. Then by only adding Q3 or Q0 distortions to the
initial structure, we form two groups of structures, one of which with the same Q0 and
changing Q3 and vise versa for the other group. Using the same DFT+MLWF method we
can calculate the orbital split  = yz=zx  xy, nearest hopping of dyz or xz orbital, nearest
hopping of dxy orbital and do multi-variables linear t on with respect to distortions Q0
and Q3. The least square linear t results are
 = 1:2846 x  1:4535 z = p2( 1:21Q3   0:069Q0) (3.3)
tyz=zx =  1:105 x+ 0:474 z
p
2(0:5925Q3   0:2576Q0) (3.4)
txy =  0:78 x  0:086 z =
p
2(0:175Q3   0:3526Q0) (3.5)
We notice that in this tetragonal symmetry the hopping of yz/zx orbitals depends not only
in-plane bond length but also apical bond length. However, the hopping of xy orbital mainly
depends on in-plane bond length. This feature is also observed in the tilted structures of
real materials. The orbital spacing  is mainly controlled by Q3 distortion.
The tilt angle in the real material can also inuence the yz/zx hopping. We use two
groups of data for the tting: one is from linear interpolation between 295 K experiment
structure and 400 K experiment structure; another is with in-plane lattice constant a = b =
5:44A and stretched c lattice constant. In the rst group of data the tilt angle changed by
about 3.4 degree, from 5.9 to 9.3. And in the second group, the tilt angle barely changed,
about 10 degree. Similarly doing DFT static calculation and MLWF t, we can get the
electronic parameters. From least square linear t, we have
tyz=zx =  1:1 x+ 0:26z   0:0042 (3.6)
where  stands for the change in tilt angle. This tting means for hopping tyz=zx a change
of 3 degree in tilt angle is comparable to the change of 0.05 A in apical bond length and
about 0.01A in the in-plane bond length. If we look at the experiment structures from
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295 K to 400 K which are close to the phase boundary, the change in these three parameters
are about RuO1 =  0:04A, RuO2 = 0:05A,  = 3:4 degree. So a complete model
for the interplay of electronic structures and lattice distortions needs to include the tilt
distortion. For simplicity, in our free energy model, we neglect the tilt distortion which
may cause a minor error for the v in our energy model. But since the main feature of
the phase transition is in the Q3 distortion, this error won't inuence the big picture. The
next subsection will show, under epitaxial strain, the in-plane bond is basically slaved to
the in-plane lattice constants and the bond angle changes very slightly with epitaxial strain.
3.4 Correlation of local octahedron distortions and long-
wavelength strain
We use density functional (DFT) and density functional plus U (DFT+U) methods to study
the relation between local Ru-O distortions and other lattice parameters. Calculations are
performed using the spin-polarized Generalized Gradient Approximation and Local (Spin)
Density Approximation as implemented in VASP[56, 54, 55, 57], with interaction strength
U = 3:0 ev, J = 0:6 ev energy cuto 600 eV and k-mesh 8 by 8 by 4. Convergence is
tested by comparison with smaller k-meshes. Structures are relaxed using the conjugate-
gradient algorithm implemented in VASP. Energies are converged to 10 7 eV=unit cell, and
structures are relaxed until all forces smaller than 0.001 eV=A.
The unit cell is shown in Fig 1.2(c). The in-plane lattice vectors of the rhombohedral
lattice are denoted a and b and are at approximately =4 angles to the Ru-Ru bond di-
rections.  is the rotation of a RuO6 octahedron about the z axis (the two dierent Ru
atoms in the same plane of a given unit cell have rotations of equal magnitude and opposite
sign).  is the angle between the Ru-O(2) bond and the z direction (normal to the Ru-O
plane). Finally, we dene  as the magnitude of the angle between the Ru-O(1) bond and







We force a square in-plane symmetry, with xed Ru Ru distance (so a = b = p2dRu Ru)
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as a series of values from 4.0A to 3.8A and relaxed the internal coordinates and c lattice
constant. We use the GGA algorithm as a representative of the metallic phase and GGA+U
for the insulating phase. In the GGA+U calculations, a ferromagnetic ground state is
assumed and the parameters U = 3:0 eV and J = 0:6 eV are used; these choices yield an
orbital occupancy nxy = 2, nxz=yz = 1 per Ru atom and a band gap  0:3 eV similar to
what is found in our DMFT calculations for the insulating phase. Fig. 3.4(a) presents the
dependence of rotation angles ,  and  on the Ru  Ru distance. We see that the bond
angles are very similar for the DFT and DFT+U calculations and change only slightly as
the Ru-Ru distance varies across the relevant range. In particular the crucial parameter 
that relates the Ru-O(1) bond length to the Ru-Ru distance has no noticeable change.
The right panel shows the Ru-O(1) and Ru-O(2) bond lengths as functions of the Ru-
Ru distance. Look rst at the Ru-O(1) distances. We see that for both metallic (GGA)
and insulating (GGA+U) calculations the Ru-O(1) distances are simple linear functions of
Ru-Ru distance with the same slope. The dashed lines are obtained from Eq. 3.7 using the
average value of  and a = b =
p
2dRu Ru{that the dashed lines lie on top of the calculated
points and have the same slope for the two calculations show that the strain is completely
taken up by changes in the in-plane bond lengths| not by variation of bond angle.
The Ru-O(2) bond is a little dierent. We see in the GGA+U(stars) that there is
signicant nonlinearity in the curve at longer Ru-Ru distance. Also even in the smaller
dRu Ru regime the slopes for GGA and GGA+U are quite dierent. Thus there is physics
in the Ru-O(2) bond length (i.e. the metallic and insulating phases want to adjust the
octahedral volume dierently in response to strain).
This shows that the in-plane strains are absorbed by changes in the Ru-O(1) bond lengths
and not by octahedral rotations. In section 4.2 we will incorporate these coupling into a




Figure 3.4: (a)Rotation angles (see text for denition) and (b) Ru-O bond lengths plot-
ted against in-plane nearest neighbor Ru-Ru distance computed by enforcing xed in-
plane nearest neighbor Ru-Ru distance and fully relaxing remaining coordinates using GGA
(square,diamond,circle points) and GGA+U (cross, star, pentagram points) algorithms.
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3.5 Ferro-magnetism in LPbca phase Ca2RuO4 and Anti-
ferro-magnetism in SPbca Ca2RuO4
3.5.1 Introduction
In Ca2RuO4, the "Mott" metal insulator transition happens at about 350K. Both metal and
insulator are paramagnetic. Below about 140K, the bulk material becomes Neel (G-type)
anti-ferromagnet. Pressure and strain change the phase boundary, leading to ferromagnetic
behavior[88, 70, 17, 69]. It is believed that the eect of pressure and compressive strains is
to stabilize the LPbca structure, in which the material is metallic. This section presents our
DFT+DMFT study using experiment measured atom positions under pressure and strains,
to study the magnetism in Ca2RuO4.
3.5.2 Anti-ferro-magnetic phase in SPbca Ca2RuO4
Following similar approaches as discussed in previous chapters, the electronic states are
calculated by VASP[56, 54, 55, 57] using non-spin-polarized Generalized Gradient Approxi-
mation (GGA) and experiment measured atom positions at 295K [20, 7]. The calculation is
on 11 by 11 by 7 k-mesh with energy cuto 600 eV . We extract the near Fermi surface t2g de-
rived bands via a t to maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) by wannier90[60, 87].
The projection of DFT Hamiltonian onto Wannier basis and the onsite interacting multi-
orbital Hamiltonian, form the lattice multi-orbital Hubbard model. We solve the Hubbard
model in the single-site DMFT approximation using the hybridization expansion variant of
the continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CT-HYB) solver as implemented in the Tool-
box for Research on Interacting Quantum Systems (TRIQS) library[73, 83]. The unit cell
of Ca2RuO4 is shown in Fig 1.2(c). Four octahedrons are equivalent via translation plus
rotation operations. To simplify the calculation and explore the GAFM phase via single
site DMFT method, we assume the self-energy on the local axis of the octahedron has the






Figure 3.5: Orbital resolved spectral functions per Ru from DMFT and analytic continua-
tion; upper panel: in GAFM phase at 60 K; lower panel: in PM phase at 60 K
where  is the self-energy matrix under t2g orbitals dened in global coordinates; SA;B
are the matrices which rotate the global coordinate to local axis of A or B octahedrons;
 is the opposite spin of . DMFT calculations are conducted at 60K and 300K, using
295K experiment measured SPbca atom positions. The calculation at 60K shows GAFM
order but 300K doesn't, indicating the transition temperature is between 60K and 300K.
The Fig 3.5 upper panel shows the orbital resolved spectral function at 60K in GAFM
phase. As a comparison, the lower panel shows the orbital resolved spectral function in
PM phase at the same temperature. The charge gap in GAFM phase is about 0.6 ev,
slightly larger than PM phase which is about 0.4 ev and consistent with the experiment
observation: the slope of log vs 1=T does not change across the transition and charge
gap is measured as 0.45 ev [71]. Many body interacting band is obtained via color plot of
spectral function Tr(A(~k; !)) along k path: R(0.5,0.5,0.5)- (0,0,0)-Z(0,0,0.5)-M(0.5,0,0.5)-
X(0.5,0,0)-M(0.5,0.5,0)- (0,0,0). The GAFM phase many body band structure in Fig 3.6(a)
shows the charge gap is indirect but the upper band are relatively at so the direct gap for
example in optical conductivity should be similar to the indirect gap. A comparison with
PM phase band structure in Fig 3.6(b) shows GAFM phase has more structures due to the
split of xy up and down spin bands. We also checked the charge gap in DFT+U calculation
with U=3.0ev J=0.6 ev. The band structure is shown in Fig 3.6(c) which is quite similar




Figure 3.6: Many body interacting bands from (a)DMFT k resolved spectral function in
GAFM phase at 60K, (b) PM phase at 60K, (c)DFT+U using 295K experiment measured
atom positions
occupancies which is listed in table 3.2 and very small imaginary self-energy.
3.5.3 Ferro-magnetic phase in LPbca Ca2RuO4
It is believed that the pressure eect is to stabilize the LPbca phase crystal structure down
to low enough temperature so that FM phase can be stabilized. In LPbca stretched unit
cells, an elongated apical Ru-O(2) bond and reduced in-plane bond would decrease the
orbital split and may favor the ferro-magnetic phase compared to GAFM phase. In order to
investigate the mechanism of FM phase, we use experiment measured P=3, 5GPa (measured
at 300K) and ambient pressure (measured at 400K) LPbca structures[70, 88] and conduct
DFT+DMFT calculations. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the "arrott" plot for P=5GPa structure. Based




 B(T   Tc) (3.9)
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we can see them2 vs Hm should form parallel lines of dierent temperatures and for lines with
T < Tc, the intercept with y axis is positive. Thus Fig 3.7(a) shows the Tc is bigger and close
to 60K. For P=3GPa and ambient pressure structures DMFT calculations don't show FM
phase down to 60K. A simplied treatment of eq (2) gives Hm = 
 1 = BA (T   Tc). Based
on this Fig. 3.7 (b) shows the linear extrapolation of susceptibility inverse. The critical
temperatures are thus estimated as -130 K for ambient pressure 400K measured structure
and -40K for P=3GPa structure.
The orbital occupancy for the P=5GPa at 60 K is shown in Table 3.2. We can see the
net spin is mainly from xy orbital and the total spin on xy orbital increases much faster
than yz/xz orbitals under external eld . This may help us to understand the appearance
Table 3.2: Orbital occupancies for 295K experiment measured SPbca structure and P=5
GPa, and ambient pressure 400K experiment structures obtained using DMFT simulations
at 60K
nxy;" nxy;# nyz or xz;" nyz or xz;# n"   n#
295K exp PM 0.99 0.99 0.5 0.5 0
400K exp PM 0.667 0.667 0.6642 0.6642 0
295K exp GAFM 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.02 2
5GPa 0.63 0.6 0.7 0.69 0.04
of FM phase and increase of Tc for increasing pressure. Based on our previous study of FM
phase in 3D perovskite Ba,Sr,CaRuO3 [13, 15, 30], variation of Tc sensitively depends on
the peak position of the Fermi level Density of State, and bandwidth. Fig 3.8 shows the
DOS from DFT and MLWF calculations on P=1,3,5 GPa LPbca phase structures (a) for xy
orbital and (b) for yz and xz orbitals. We can see as the unit cell is stretched in c direction
and compressed in a, b directions under increasing pressure, the Fermi level DOS van Hove
singularity increases and the peak position moves towards the Fermi level; its distance to
the upper band edge also decreases. These features favors the FM phase consistent with
previous work. It is interesting that the yz and xz orbital DOS shows the opposite trend:
Fermi level DOS decreases and band width expands as P increases. So the FM phase is





Figure 3.7: (a) Arrott plot for P=5GPa experiment measured structure, at 60K and 100K
using DMFT method. (b) The susceptibility inverse vs T and their linear extrapolation, for




Figure 3.8: DOS from DFT and MLWF calculations on P=1,3,5 GPa LPbca phase structures
(a) for xy orbital and (b) for yz and xz orbitals
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter 3 we describe the coupling between octahedron distortions and long wave
length strains: the in-plane bond length is slaved to the epitaxial strain but the apical bond
is couping to both in-plane and c lattice constants so that it is allowed to relaxed given
external strains. We also quantitatively investigated the relation of octahedron distortions
and the electronic parameters, such as orbital splitting  and thopping and prove that the
crucial octahedral modes for MIT are Eq. 3.2. We present a DFT+DMFT study of the metal
insulator transition of Ca2RuO4 which shows the important features of its Mott insulating
state:the orbital occupancy disproportionation; the separation of upper and lower yz xz
derived Hubbard bands and the gap formed by lled xy band and the upper yz/xz Hubbard
bands. These informations form the background knowledge to construct a Landau Free
Energy model to describe the phase transitions in section 4.2. The particle hole asymmetry
of the insulating states may explain the polarity dependence in the current induced MIT
experiments which will be discussed in more details in section 5.4.
Antiferromagnetic order increases the charnge gap by 0:1 ev. The many-body interact-
ing bands from spectral function shows the gap is indirect, but the upper band is relatively
at. The occupancy shows almost full spin-polarization which means the DMFT should be
quite similar to Hartree Fock approximation. The FM phase is only observed at 60K in
P=5GPa experiment measured structures on DMFT level. But the critical temperatures
obtained from extrapolation of  1  A(T   Tc) do show increase with increasing pres-
sures. The increasing critical temperature can be explained by the xy band DOS which
has an increasing peak moves towards the Fermi level. The changing of the DOS is due
to the stretching of the octahedron apical bond which lift the xy orbital energy towards
and even above yz/xz orbitals (at P=5GPa) and the reduction of the tilting angle as P
increases. DFT+DMFT Studies about FM and AFM phases on Ca2RuO4 have not been
done in the literature. These studies show DMFT captures the qualitative features but need






This chapter presents our study on a Ginzburg-Landau free energy formalism, which in-
corporates electronic states, magnetism, octahedral distortions and strains. The model is
used to elucidate important experimental features in thermal-induced and current induced
MIT in Ca2RuO4 and Ti-doped Ca3Ru2O7. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.1 presents a general form of free energy model, and its adaption to specic ma-
terials. Section 4.2 presents the free energy formalism especially on the MIT in Ca2RuO4,
the investigation of lattice and electron energetics and the determination of parameters in
the model via DFT+DMFT methods. Part of this chapter is published in [31].
4.1 General Idea
Many materials exhibit "Mott" metal-insulator transitions, primarily driven by electron-
electron interactions [38] but also involving changes in atomic positions. In the rare earth
titanates and vanadates, the distortion associated with the insulating phase is a GdFeO3-
type octahedral rotation[11, 75], in the rare earth manganites, it is an approximately volume-
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preserving even-parity octahedral distortion[63, 29, 91]: in the perovskite nickelates, a two
sublattice disproportionation of the mean Ni-O bond length [92, 3, 19, 62] and in VO2 a
V-V dimerization [64]. In other materials including Ca2RuO4 [72] and V2O3 [61] the metal-
insulator transition occurs simultaneously with a crystal symmetry-preserving change of
atomic positions. The association of metal-insulator and structural transitions suggests
the possibility of tuning electronic behavior by strain [50], epitaxial growth, or "nonlinear
phononic" eects arising from intense terahertz radiation[82, 18, 37].
While electronic aspects of the Mott transition are becoming well understood, and en-
ergies, forces, and many-body structural relaxation are now available in beyond density
functional frameworks such as the density functional plus dynamical mean eld methodol-
ogy [74, 59, 32], the interplay between the lattice and electronic energetics has yet to be fully
unraveled. A physical basis for interpreting the calculations and the experiments remains to
be dened and the magnitude of the lattice contribution to the energetics of the transition
has yet to be determined. Here we argue that the key point is that the electronic transition
and orbital ordering couple directly to local atomic congurations such as octahedral rota-
tions and transition metal-oxygen bond lengths, which in turn couple directly to externally
controllable variables such as strain and pressure. The response of the material to these
stresses denes a lattice stabilization energy, which can in fact be large enough to dominate
the energetics of the transition.
Based on previous works [31, 23, 76], we propose a general form of the Landau free
energy to quantify the interplay of the electronic-lattice coupling, multi-orbitals ordering
and long wavelength strains in the metal-insulator transition. It is a free energy model
depends on the electronic order parameter  and deviations of atomic positions from a
reference conguration  ~Q.
Ftot(;  ~Q) = Fele() +  ~FT  ~Q+ 1
2
 ~QTK ~Q+ ::: (4.1)
The electronic part free energy Fele(~) may have multiple branches depending whether in
metal or insulating phases. The electronic order parameter can be chosen as a specic mode
of orbital occupancies which will be discussed in detail below. Here we keep the linear order
electronic-lattice coupling. The electron-lattice coupling F species the forces exerted by
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the electronic state on the atomic degrees of freedom and should satisfy the constraint of
the lattice symmetry. Typically ~F couples only to a subset of the lattice degrees of freedom,
but this subset is coupled to other lattice coordinates by the quadratic restoring term K.
The ellipsis represents anharmonic higher order terms that are beyond the scope of this
thesis but may be also important in other circumstances [45, 63]. The main focus of this
free energy formalism is to determine the strength of the linear electronic-lattice coupling
and illustrate the eect of this coupling on the MIT.
The optimized solution can be obtained by minimizing the terms in Eq. 4.1
@Fele
@
+ ~FT  ~Q = 0 (4.2)
K ~Q+ ~FT  = 0 (4.3)
Thus for xed electronic phase, we have
Ftot = Fele()  1
2
~TFK 1FT ~ (4.4)
Across the strong rst order transition, the electronic order parameter  ! 1 , dening the
stabilization energy
Fstabil( = 1) =  1
2
~FT K 1  ~F (4.5)
so that if the lattice is free to relax, the transition between metallic and insulating phases
will occur when Fele( = 0) = Fele( = 1) + Fstabil( = 1) and a lattice change across the
transition, with respect to metal phase structure is  ~QI =  K 1 ~F .
A straight forward application of this free energy formalism is Ca2RuO4, where the
orbital ordering and crystal distortions are uniform among unit cells across the transition.
The electronic order parameter that describes the transition is the t2g orbital occupancy
disproportionation  = nxy   12 (nyz +nxz). Since in the metal phase the orbitals are evenly
distributed and in insulating phase xy is lled and yz xz are half lled, the order parameter
is a scalar close to 0 in the metal phase and 1 in insulating phase. As will be discussed in
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(2z   x  y); Q0 = 1p
3
(x+ y + z) (4.6)
In rare-earth nickelates RNiO3, the rst order MIT happens along with structural transi-
tion where the lattice is separated into two sub-lattices in (,,) order. On one sub-lattice
the Ni site has longer Ni-O bond length and the other sub-lattice Ni has shorter Ni-O bond
length. As argued by Alexandru Georgescu et.al[23] the electronic order parameter is a
charge disproportionation  = NA  NB where A and B indicate the two sub-lattices, and










A is the Ni-O bond length on i th bond at A sub-lattice.
In the rest of this chapter, I will use Ca2RuO4 as an example and present in details on
how to determine the parameters and coupling strength via DFT+DMFT methods4.2.1 and
4.2.2. Applications of the free energy model to strain and stress eect 5.1, elasto-resistance
5.3 and generalization to spatially non-homogeneous solutions and stripe patterns 5.4 will
be discussed in the next chapter.
4.2 Free Energy Model in the Case of Ca2RuO4
From the analysis in Chapter 3, we can see the most important crystal structure variables
are the apical and average in-plain Ru-O bond length. The average in-plane bond length is
slaved to the average in-plane lattice constants, and the apical bond length is coupled to both
c axis and in-plane lattice constants. In this section we are interested in structures where
the c-axis lattice parameter is relaxed for given values of the octahedral bond lengths. Thus
the lattice degrees of freedom in our theory are the average Ru-O(1) and Ru-O(2) lengths.
We parametrize the Ru-O bond lengths in terms of changes x; y; z with respect to a
reference state, which we take to be the 400 K metallic state, and we express these in terms
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(z + x+ y) Q3 =
1p
6
(2z   x  y) (4.8)
which we assemble into the vector  ~Q = (Q3; Q0).
K in Eq. 4.1 is dened from the dependence of energies on Q3 and Q0, with the
c-axis lattice constant relaxed for each value of  ~Q. We used density functional plus U
(DFT+U) calculations and observed phonon frequencies (which give energetics of Ru-O
bond length changes without lattice relaxation) to estimate the entries of K. This will be
discussed in more details in subsection4.2.1. We nd K33 = 17:7, K03 = 7:6, K00 = 46:2
eV=A2 per formula unit. The observation[81, 44, 86] that the changes in optical phonon
frequencies across the transition are about 2%, justies the harmonic approximation and
the independence of K on the electronic phase.
In order to investigate the electronic energetics, we create two series of crystal structures.
One is obtained by starting from a relaxed structure with in-plane lattice constants xed to
a = b = 5:44A and gradually stretching c lattice constant. The other is obtained by linearly
interpolating atom positions of T = 295K( = 0) and T = 400K( = 1). And we have the
lattice constant and fraction coordinates as
a
(3)









where the upper index denotes the structure, the lower index i means ith atom and j means
jth coordinate. The Fig. 4.1(a) presents the orbitally resolved densities of states obtained
from DFT+DMFT calculations at room temperature for the linearly interpolated structures.
As the interpolation parameter  changes from 1 to 0:4, the state remains metallic but the
bands and occupancies (nxy; nxz; nyz) change from  (4=3; 4=3; 4=3) to  (5=3; 7=6; 7=6). A
rst order MIT occurs as  is decreased below a critical value  0:4. Further changes of
structure within the insulating phase ( = 0; 0:2) do not aect the orbital occupancies but
do lead to an approximately 0:1 eV shift upward of the xz=yz band relative to the xy band.
The Fig. 4.1(b) shows the orbital occupancy disproportionation  = nxy   12 (nyz   nxz)
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vs orbital split for those two series of structures. This orbital disproportionation shows an
abrupt shift from about 0 to 1. Thus it can be used as an electronic state order parameter.
Notice the blue curves looks more smooth than the red dots near the phase transition.
This is due to the bandwidth eect: stretched c axis structures has the same bandwidth
thus smaller critical orbital split; however the interpolated structures have both varying
orbital split and bandwidth. To further simplify the description of the free energy model,
we approximate the electronic order parameter as a step function
 = (Q3   0Q0   Qc) (4.10)
where the linear combination implies the bandwidth eect on the critical octahedron dis-
tortions. Although the transition is rst order we have not observed coexistence of metal
and insulator phases at any of the lattice congurations we have studied.
Using the two series of structures as input, we calculated electron energy of the correlated
t2g bands. Details will be presented in subsection 4.2.2 and A. Fig. 4.2 plots the electronic
energy for the two series of structures against a linear combination of octahedral parameters
[Eq. 4.11].
Eeff =Ecorr   aveNtot
=E0  F3(Q3   0Q0   Qc)(Q3   0Q0   Qc)
(4.11)
Here ave is the orbitally averaged on-site energy from MLWF ts to the converged DFT
band structures; Ntot = 4, and aveNtot basically represents the insulating phase electron
energy up to a constant. Since what we are interested is the shift in the linear coupling
to the octahedron modes in two phases, and this aveNtot is the same in both phases,
we get rid of it from the total t2g electron energy. The particular linear combination
with 0 = 0:45 is chosen so that the data from the two dierent families of structures
(which change the bandwidth and octahedral distortion in dierent proportions) collapse
in both the insulating and metallic phases. The dependence on Q3 reects the relation
between the octahedral shape and the orbital splitting. The dependence on Q0 reects




Figure 4.1: (a)Orbital resolved many body density of states from DFT+DMFT calcula-
tions for linear interpolated atom positions between 295K = 0 and 400K  = 1 experiment
measured structures; upper panel is xy orbital and lower panel is yz orbital. (b) Orbital occu-
pancy disproportionation from DFT+DMFT calculations vs orbital split from DFT+MLWF
using linearly interpolated structures (blue dots), and stretching c axis structures (red dots).
Star points are for CRO327 which will be discussed latter in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Electronic energy of correlated bands Eeff = Ecorr   aveNtot plotted against
a linear combination of octahedral parameters with 0 = 0:45 and calculated using
DFT+DMFT for two series of structures: the linearly interpolated structures between the
experimentally observed metallic 400 K and insulating 295 K structures (solid points, blue)
and a series obtained by starting from an relaxed insulating structure with a=b=5.44 A and
stretching the c-axis (open symbols, red). The bold dashed black line stands for the linear
t in Eq. 4.11 and the light dashed line shows the phase boundary. The error bars are
statistical errors from the Monte Carlo solution of the DMFT equations.
for Q3   0:45Q0 < (>)Qc   0:04 A (we expect Qc depends on U; J). Apart from
some rounding in the immediate vicinity of the transition, the energy is a linear function
of the relevant combination of the structural parameters, with a dierence in slope between
phases.
The choice of variables in Fig. 4.2 xes the change in force across the transition as
F3 = FI3   FM3 = 2:8 and F0 = FI0   FM0 =  0:45(FI3   FM3 ) =  1:3 eV/A. Within
the assumptions made here, the dependence of the insulating phase energy on  ~Q is es-
sentially independent of temperature. However, as temperature is further lowered through
the paramagnetic insulating phase to the AFM phase transition, an approximately linear
evolution of the Ru-O bonds lengths is observed[7, 20], indicating an approximately T -linear
dependence of the insulating-state force. The observed approximately linear evolution of the
octahedral distortions in experiments is plotted as solid blue and red lines in Fig 4.2. The
star points are prediction from DMFT tted ~F terms, close (about 14% error) to the linear
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between DMFT predicted local distortions  ~Q =
 K 1 ~FDMFT (blue and red stars) and those measured in experiments[7, 20](blue
and red lines). Black dashed lines indicate linear extrapolations of the evolutions to zero
temperature.
extrapolation of the  ~Q to zero temperature, which is calculated from experiments measured
Ru-O bond lengths at 180, 295, 350 K(black dashed lines)[7, 20]. We therefore believe that
the single-site DMFT theory used here is a good representation of T ! 0 K energetics and
that the temperature dependence is due to entropic terms arising from a combination of
intersite eects missing in the single-site approximation used here, spin orbit eects which
change the on-site multiplet structure and lattice contributions. We model these eect by




1CA (1  0:0017T [K]) (4.12)
The reason about this large linear evolution in the PM insulating phase is an important
open question to us. However, if we assume a linear temperature dependence in the force
terms as in Eq. 4.12, we can reproduce the evolution of the system and thus simulate the
free energy at nite temperature in the PM insulating phase.
In Fig. 4.4 we plot the free energy landscape at dierent temperatures in the plane of
Ru-O bond length coordinates x = 1p
3
Q0  1p6Q3 and z = 1p3Q0+
p
6
3 Q3, using force
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Figure 4.4: Free energy surfaces computed for unconstrained bulk Ca2RuO4 at temperatures
200 (a), 350 (b), and 550 K(c), along with projection of the 350 K surface onto the x-z plane
(d). The black dashed lines in panels (c) and (d) show the metal-insulator phase boundary.
The solid and dashed lines show the structural trajectories which the system can explore
for lms grown under the epitaxial strain conditions given in the legends. The blue and red
regions of the lines indicate insulating and metallic regions respectively.
terms estimated in Eq. 4.12. We chose the metallic state at T > TM I as the reference
since the lattice relaxation in metallic phase is much smaller than insulating phase. At
high temperature, there is no global minimum in the insulating phase. For T  TM I , an
insulating energy minimum as in Eq. 4.3 appears and becomes more stable. The stabilization
energy dened in Eq. 4.5 is   0:048 eV/Ru at TM I .
The physical consequences and applications of the free energy formalism will be discussed
in chapter5. The following subsections present details of calculations to determine the elastic
stiness matrix and electron-lattice coupling.
4.2.1 Lattice energetics and coupling between local octahedron dis-
tortions and long-wave length strains
In this subsection we discuss the elastic model of Ca2RuO4 4.13 which includes both the
degree of freedom of octahedron distortions (local distortions) and the long wavelength
strains (lattice constants distortions). An elastic model which only describes the energy
dierence under lattice constants distortions is not sucient because the octahedron apical
Ru-O bond length is not slaved to lattice constants but free to relax with respect to long
wavelength strain3.2; and the octahedron distortions are the directly modes couple to the
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where a; b; c denote the distortions of lattice constants and z is for the apical Ru-O bond
length distortion. We use DFT+U calculations and observed phonon frequencies (which give
energetics of Ru-O bond length changes without lattice relaxation) to estimate the entries
of C. And by integrating out the degree of freedom of c lattice distortion and express the
elastic energy in basis of only octahedron distortions, we can nally go to stiness matrix
in eq 4.1.
DFT+U approach to determine stiness matrix The usual approach[85] by DFT
or DFT+U to obtain the stiness matrix parameters under long-wavelength basis is that we
rst get and fully relaxed structure by DFT or DFT+U, and start from this structure with
varying lattice constants and relax the local coordinates and t the energy change according
to eq 4.14

















where the i is the ratio of the ith component of the distortion to the corresponding ith
axis original lattice constant, i =
ai
ai
.We use six types of distortions to determine six















Figure 4.5: The quadratic t for energy vs D1 distortion via LDA+U calculation
Table 4.1: Elastic constants of the optimized structures for LSDA add U and GGA addU
calculations in FM phase. The value is in unit of eV per formula unit.
W11 W22 W33 W12 W13 W23
LSDA+U,FM 75.6 99.5 138.6 65.8 67.0 71.5
GGA+U,FM 86.4 104.4 126.0 63.5 52.2 53.2
For each type of distortion, together with the original structure, we can t quadratic form
of the ve points( = 0;0:5%; 1%) according eq 4.14. One example for the t of energy
change under D1 distortion via LSDA+U is shown in the gure 4.5. They are good quadratic
curves, and the linear term i   1ev is much smaller than Wij which is on the order of
hundreds ev. The results of six elements via LSDA+U and GGA+U calculations are listed
in the table 4.1. The numbers are in unit of eV per formula unit. The optimized unit cell
has lattice constants for LSDA+U:
a = 5:24 A; b = 5:66 A; c = 11:48 A (4.16)
and the lattice constants for GGA+U:
a = 5:46 A; b = 5:80 A; c = 11:62 A (4.17)
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here we use LSDA +U parameters as an example.
Elastic model combining both octahedron and lattice constant degrees of free-
dom We then express the energy change in basis of equal in-plane distortion s = 1p
2
(a+
b), c axis lattice constant distortion c, and in-plane shear Q1 =
1p
2
(a   b), with the





























We obtain the relation between lattice parameters and relaxed Ru-O bonds lengths, x,
y and z by a least square t to all results of our relaxation calculations as described in
section 3.4. And we express the relation in terms of the variables: equal in-plane bonds
distortion so = 1p
2
(x + y), bonds shear distortion Qo1 =
1p
2
(x   y) and apical bond
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From Eq. 4.21 we see that Q1 is essentially decoupled from the other variables; we ignore




s verifying that the relation
between x; y and a; b is essentially given by geometry as seen in the previous section. The
in-plane Ru-O(1) bonds barely depend on the change in apical lattice constant parameter,
however the apical Ru-O(2) bond length couples to both the change in the c axis lattice
parameter and in-plane distortion s.














Minimizing Eq. 4.23 over z gives the DFT relaxation energy in eq 4.21(with Q1 neglected);
minimizing Eq. 4.23 over c gives the energy form we need. The o-diagonal terms C13 =
 b1Kzz and C23 =  b2Kzz express the coupling between apical bond distortion and lattice






c = b1s+ b2c (4.24)






0B@ C11   b21Kzz C12   b1b2Kzz






This E(s; c) in Eq. 4.25 may be compared directly to Eq. 4.21. So we identify
C11 = W11 + b
2
1Kzz = 5:27; (4.26)
C12 = b1b2Kzz +W12 = 1:43; (4.27)
C22 = b
2
2Kzz +W22 = 1:29; (4.28)
with the unit of eV=A2 per formula unit.















To complete the analysis, we need an estimate for Kzz which may be obtained by using
the Raman apical oxygen phonon frequency from Ref [44, 81] which is about 600 cm 1 
0:075 eV . This phonon has 2 oxygen ions moving against an essentially immobile (because
much heavier) Ru, so
Kzz = 2KRu O(2) = 2!2phMO  42 eV=A2 (4.30)
since the change in the octahedron involves two bonds (plus and minus z).





























This is the eective stiness matrix K we would use in the quadratic form lattice energy
in main text Eq. 4.1. It is also worth to mention that since the phonon frequency only
changes by about 2% during the phase transition according to Ref. [44, 81], the change in
K matrix in phase transition is very small according to Eq. 4.30.
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Fig. 4.2 of the section shows that the linear t is good except that in the vicinity of
the phase boundary, there is some rounding to the energy curves. It may be understood by





2   0xy shown in Fig. 4.1. The orbital polarization shows an upturn
near the critical orbital splitting (c  0:2 eV for interpolated structures and c  0:16 eV
for stretching c axis structures). Whether the transition is rst order or second order with
rapid variation near the critical point does not inuence  ~Q =  K 1  ~F , but only smooths
the part of the free energy surface near the phase boundary.
We nally estimate the second order derivatives of Eeff with respect to  ~Q. Except






zx)  0xy.  enters the Hamiltonian as a term   12(n^xy   (n^yz + n^zx)) where n^
is the density operator in the  orbital. Thus
n  1
2









From Fig. 4.1(b), we used the stretched c axis protocol (red circles) to eliminate the band
width eect. Using n = , if we t the three points in insulating phase and the last
three points in metal phase separately (black dashed lines), we get
@2EIcorr
@2  2:2 eV  1
and
@2EMcorr
@2  3:2 eV  1. By tting the relation between orbital splitting and octahedral
distortion we get    1:84Q3. Thus the second order correction to the free energy can
be neglected since Kins   Kmetal  3:4 eV=A2 which is much smaller compared with
eigenvalues of lattice stiness K. So we still use the linear model Eq. 4.1 to approximate
the eective energy.
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4.2.2 Electronic energetics via DMFT and electronic-elastic cou-
pling in Ca2RuO4
The total Hamiltonian is written as H = Hhopping +Honsite. By Fourier transforming the












Thus the expectation value has relation
X
k;;
< cyk[ck;H   N ] > =< Hhopping + 2Honsite   N >
= 2 < H >   < Hhopping >  N
(4.38)
So the total energy can be calculated by Green function and Self-energy on Matsubara
frequency following the standard formula [79]
< H > =
1
2
(< Hhopping > +N +
X
k
















where Gloc is the on-site Green function for orbital  emerging from the converged DMFT
solution. Based on single site DMFT approximation, the local Green function and Self-
















and the 0 and G2 have the relation
a0 =   1N
P









k    = a0 + ta00    (4.43)








notice there is a term ei!n in eq 4.39. Thus for small , high uctuating term summation
like
P
n 1  ei!n = 0. One need to be careful about these oscillating terms in numerical
calculation to avoid divergence. This can be done by using the expansion expression of !n






































The term with asymptotic behavior like 1(i!n)2 converges with summation of !n, thus can
drop the term ei!n. And from real calculation the summation converges when Nc > 1000.
A little correction would make the calculation more accurate
1X
n= 1
(a   a0)Ga(i!n) 
X
jnj<Nc












The energy depends on the ionic positions via band parameters (hopping parameters and















It has the same dependence on distortion in both insulating and metallic phases, because
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between insulating phase and metallic phase, we absorb ave into the chemical
potential by plotting Ecorr   aveNtot as in Fig. 4.2 of the main text and tting
Eeff = Ecorr   aveNtot = E0   (F3Q3 +F0Q0  F3Qc)(Q3   0Q0   Qc) (4.49)
to get the the force parameters ~F = (F3;F0) = F3(1; 0).
In order to understand the dependence of Eeff on Q0, we need to express the energy
in eq 4.49 as a function of orbital spacing on electronic level.
Eeff   Eins0 =  ( c(thopping))(c  ) (4.50)
If assume the bandwidth or hopping inuence the critical orbital spacing as
c(tyz=zx) = c(t0) + k(tyz=zx   t0) (4.51)
where k is positive since larger bandwidth requires larger orbital spacing for insulating state.
Then the energy becomes
H =  ( c0   k(tyz=zx   t0)) (4.52)
Plug back the relation 3.5 between orbital spacing, hopping and distortions we would nally
get relation in eq 4.49. This is how the volume distortion comes into the energy expression.
And the phase boundary would be the line of
Q3   0Q0 = Q3c (4.53)
which already take into account the bandwidth inuence on the critical orbital spacing.
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4.3 Conclusions
In summary, this chapter presents a general free energy formalism for metal insulator tran-
sitions where electronic order parameter couples to octahedron distortions linearly. It also
presents a way to determine the electronic-lattice coupling strength and to test the validity
of the formalism using numerical methods such as DFT+U and DFT+DMFT. An adaption
to a special case, Ca2RuO4 are presented, which has two simplifying features: the metal
and insulator have the same symmetry and octahedral rotations are of minor importance so
the in-plane Ru-O bond lengths determine the Ru-Ru spacing. An elastic model incorpo-
rates octahedron distortions and long wavelength strains is explained and the formulas to
calculate frontier electronic energies are also derived in details. The physical consequence of
the electronic lattice coupling and applications of the free energy formalism will be shown
in the next chapter.
Performing a complete DFT+DMFT structural relaxation study and providing a less
phenomenological treatment of the electronic and, especially, lattice entropies are also im-
portant directions for future research. Most importantly, a generalization of the theory to
cases where octahedral rotation is important (perovskite titanates and vanadates) or the
insulating phase breaks a translation symmetry (manganites and nickelates) so that strain
couples via nonlinear terms in the elastic theory, is urgently needed.
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Chapter 5
Applications of Free Energy
Formalism
This chapter presents the applications of the free energy formalism to MIT in Ca2RuO4
and Ca3Ru2O7. In particular, important features include the impact of epitaxial strain on
the transition temperature, coexistence of metallic and insulating domains as well as the
orientation, spacing and length of stripes observed at the domain boundaries. The rest of
the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the theoretical explanation for the
epitaxial strain eect and prediction on the stress eect on transition temperatures. Part
of the results are published in [31]. Section 5.2 presents our DMFT and DFT+U study
of the Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 and its free energy model which incorporates the magnetic
transition. Section 5.3 presents the study on the response of resistance with respect to the
uniaxial strains in both Ca2RuO4 and Ca3Ru2O7. Section 5.4 presents our study on the
non-homogeneous solutions and stripe patterns in MIT of Ca2RuO4. Part of the results are
published in [100].
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5.1 Epitaxial Strain, Stress and Pressure Eect on the
MIT in Ca2RuO4
5.1.1 Strain eect as perfect geometric constraint
We now turn to epitaxially grown lms. While epitaxial lms are strained with respect
to bulk, strain is not the key issue. Rather, the tight association of the in-plane lattice
parameter and the Ru-O(1) bond length means that epitaxy implies a constraint: instead of
freely minimizing Eq. 4.1 over the full space of structural variables, the system can explore
only a one-dimensional cut across the energy landscape, corresponding to a xed Ru-O(1)
bond length. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 4.4 show the one-dimensional cuts which
can be explored under dierent epitaxy conditions. Because the curves typically do not pass
near the global minimum, the phase transition becomes much more expensive and in most
cases is eliminated. Only in a small range of compressive strains around  1:0% (relative
to 295 K structure) can a metal-insulator transition occur in a reasonable temperature
range. For a larger compressive strain the system is always a metal while for a tensile
or small compressive strain the material is always an insulator. This is consistent with
recent experimental observations [69, 17] that thin lms of Ca2RuO4 grown epitaxially on
NdGaO3 (+0.3% strain) and NSAT (-0.48%) remain insulating up to 550 K while lms
grown on NdAlO3 (-3.0%) remain metallic down to lowest temperature. Only lms grown
on LaAlO3 (-1.6%) exhibit a transition to a weakly insulating phase at T  200 K.
5.1.2 Stress eect and pressure eect
In the case of external stress, the model in Eq 4.1 can be naturally generalized by adding










which also works for the case of hydrostatic pressure by letting a;b;c = PV0, where V0
is the volume of the reference structure. To further illustrate the relation between local
octahedron distortions and long wavelength strain, we write our lattice elastic energy in the
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with s = 1p
2
(a + b) the symmetrized combination of the change in in-plane lattice con-
stants. z is the change in Ru-O apical bond length and c is the change in c-axis lattice
constant. The changes in unit cell lattice constants map directly on to strains xx = a=a,







And the in-plane distortion Q1 =
1p
2
(a   b) is barely coupled to other models and
the electronic order parameter. Thus based on LDA+U calculation, we treat Q1 as an
independent mode, EQ1 =
1
2  0:72Q21 ev per formula unit, which only inuence the
dierence in a, b lattice constants while there is strain.
The coupling of the electronic order parameter to the lattice distortions was written in
the basis of cubic-symmetry combinations of octahedral distortions as
F3Q3 + F0Q0 (5.4)
with Q3 and Q0 dened in Eq. 4.8 and force terms in Eq. 4.12 where we put T = 300K.
DFT+U calculations shows that the octahedral rotations do not change signicantly
on epitaxial expansion or compression so that the changes in in-plane Ru-O bond length
are half of the changes in Ru-Ru distance and thus 1=(2
p





= 2 (x+ y) (5.5)
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1CCCCA (evA per formula unit) (5.7)























































so nally to the linear order
TM ()  TM ( = 0) = 1
A

















where A is the latent heat at the transition.
Here we use T = 295K as an example, and investigate the changes of lattice constants
due to the uniaxial stress on a, b and c directions respectively. Lattice constants for 295K
structure is used (a295K = 5:41 A, b295K = 5:49 A, c295K = 11:96 A) to calculate Ps; Pc; PQ1
from a;b;c. Fig 2 shows the lattice constants distortions a; b; c at 295K, under various
uniaxial stress. The real predicted values of lattice constants will be ~astress = ~a + ~a400K
since we use 400K structure as the reference point(a400K = 5:36 A, b400K = 5:35 A, and
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Figure 5.1: Lattice constants distortions with respect to uniaxial stress (a) a-axis stress
a, (b) b and (c) c. The material is insulating when a < 2:02 ev, b < 2:05 ev or
c >  2:5 ev.
c400K = 12:26 A). When only adding stress along a or b directions, (c = 0), the lattice
constant on the stress direction decreases and the other two lattice constants perpendicular
to the stress direction increases, until the system changed from insulator to metal which
is featured by an abrupt shrink of both a and b lattice constants and increase of c lattice
constants. The critical stress at 295K on a, b direction is about 2 ev. For the c axis
uniaxial stress, one needs to stretch the c axis to get a Insulator-Metal transition. The
in-plane lattice constants decreases slightly due to the small coupling between s and c in
the stiness matrix. The critical stress is about -2.5 ev.
We also investigated the stress eect on the transition temperatures which is shown in
Fig 5.1.2. b has almost the same eect as a. One thing should be aware that in the
experiments, between 300K and about 180K, the b axis is enlarged and a axis is slightly
decreased. This means there is a big lattice entropy term causing the relaxation of the Q1
model. However, our model, we didn't include the temperature relaxation in the in-plane
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Figure 5.2: Transition temperatures vs uniaxial stress (a) a and (b)c. (c)The pressure
dependence of Ru-O bond lengths predicted by the free energy model
Q1 mode since we believe it has minor inuence to the metal insulator transition. So there
will be error in the prediction of a and b lattice constants, but the average value which
corresponding to the in-plane equal distortion should be comparable to the experiments.
The pressure eect is included in the model by adding +PdV with dV = 14 (abc+acb+
bca). Using the relation between lattice constants and Ru-O bonds lengths which is found in
Eq. 4.22, we can write PdV = P (3 ~Q3+0 ~Q0) with (3; 0) = ( 0:3281; 0:1861) ev=(GPa
A) per formula unit, so that applied pressure is in eect a linear term shifting the position
and value of the energy minimum. We search the global minimum of the free energy over
local distortion spaces  ~Q and external parameter space P and T. We nd the critical pres-
sure Pc  3:6   0:011T (Gpa) which is comparable to P expc  2:3   0:006T (Gpa) tted
from published data[70]. The curious fact that hydrostatic pressure increases the Ru-O(2)
bond length[88] accounts for the large value of 3. Taking T = 295 K as an example, we
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calculate the local minimums,  ~Q, of the free energy in both phases for a series of pressures;
we compare the minimum free energy to determine the optimized structure at each given
pressure; nally we convert the optimized  ~Q to Ru-O bonds lengths and plot them against
pressure, in Fig. 5.1.2. The behaviors of both apical and in-plane Ru-O bonds lengths are
consistent with experiments with in error due to the error in DMFT force terms.[88]
5.2 Free Energy Model for Ti Doped Ca3Ru2O7
5.2.1 Introduction
This section studies the properties of Ca3Ru2O7 and closely related compounds. These ma-
terials are derived from the n=2 Ruddlesden-Popper family of structures Can+1RunO3n+1
which interpolate between the n = 1 Ca2RuO4 and the n ! 1 CaRuO3. As shown in
Fig. 5.3 the n=2 material consists of a pair of RuO2 planes linked via the apical oxygen but
separated from the next pair of planes by a insulating space layer. Due to the dimerization
between upper and lower layers' Ru-O bonds, the dyz and dxz orbitals form bonding and
antibonding bands, thus enlarge their band width. Fig 5.4 shows the comparison of orbital
resolved density of states (DOS) of two materials obtained from MLWF t to the DFT
electronic structures. We can also see the yz or xz bands' bandwidth is increased by 0.4 ev
in Ca3Ru2O7, which indicates the correlation eect is much weaker than Ca2RuO4. The
Ca3Ru2O7 material has properties intermediate between those of Ca2RuO4 and CaRuO3.
More specically, as observed in experiments, stochiometric Ca3Ru2O7 is in AFM-b metallic
phase below 48K[9, 99], whereas Ca2RuO4 is GAFM insulator below 150K. AFM-b means
the material is in FM phase in the bilayer, and coupled anti-ferro magnetically among the
bilayers in the c direction; and GAFM is the usual Neel order AFM phase[99]. Ca3Ru2O7
can also exhibit GAFM phase and it competes with AFMb phase depending on the crystal
structures sensitively. As has been throughly studied in references [49, 78, 102, 77] by com-
pressing c axis and expanding in-plane a and b axes the ground state would switch from
AFMb phase to GAFM phase in DFT+U calculations. In experiments this kind of crystal




Figure 5.3: Left panel: unit cell of Ca2RuO4; right panel: unit cell of Ca3Ru2O7
With about 5% percent doping the system can have phase transition between PM metal
directly to G-AFM Insulator at about 80 K, which indicates a strong coupling between
magnetic structure and the electronic state. The Ti impurity may also play a role of blocking
scattering and reducing bandwidth since with an electronic conguration of Ti is 3d24s2,
Ti atom would likely lose 4 electrons leaving d orbitals empty and much higher than the
Fermi level, thus really hard for electrons to hope there. Experiments of epitaxial strain
induced MIT in CRO327 has not been conducted, which may further shed light on whether
the attened octahedron distortion induced by Ti is the main reason for the GAFM MIT or
there are other reasons. It is interesting to mention that 3D perovskite CaRuO3 has even
larger bandwidth and thus in PM metal phase down to the lowest experiment temperatures.
Fig 5.5 shows a demonstrative phase diagram showing the variation of phase transitions and
critical temperatures and eective correlation among three materials.
In this section we use DFT+U and DFT+DMFT methods to understand the physics
of Ca3Ru2O7 and related compounds. We would also discuss the generalization of the free
energy formalism to Ca3Ru2O7, including both electronic-lattice coupling and the electronic-
magnetic coupling.
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Figure 5.4: Orbital resolved DOS for (a) CRO214 from MLWF t of DFT electronic struc-
ture using 295K experiment measured structure; (b) CRO327 using 40K experiment mea-
sured structure.
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Figure 5.5: A demonstrative phase diagram for the variation of phase transitions and critical
temperatures and eective correlation among Ca2RuO4, Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 and CaRuO3.
5.2.2 DFT+U and DFT+DMFT studies on the MIT in Ca3Ru2O7
DFT+U results We use DFT+U to calculate the electronic structure and magnetization
in AFM-b and GAFM phase. The DFT+U calculations are performed using the spin-
polarized Generalized Gradient Approximation as implemented in VASP[56, 54, 55, 57], with
energy cuto 600 eV and k-mesh 8 by 8 by 4. The double counting in the DFT+U method is
the Liechtenstein type. Convergence is tested by comparison with smaller k-meshes. Using
40K experiment measured atom positions[99], and U=3.0ev, J=0.6ev, we obtained total
DOS in both GAFM and AFM-b phases, which is shown in Fig. 5.6(a). These DOS are
consistent with previous works[77, 58]. The upper panel uses GAFM phase initial magnetic
structure, and a gap is observed. The lower panel uses FM phase initial magnetic structure
which does not have a gap. This suggests that the insulating phase in CRO327 is related to
magnetic order. This is dierent from the Mott insulating phase in CRO214 which requires
only orbital occupancy disproportionation. Using the same crystal structure and changing
U from 0.1 to 3.0 ev, we calculate the orbitals resolved DOS, staggered magnetization
amplitude and occupancies on one Ru site in G-type antiferromagnetic (GAFM) phase.
The square of the staggered magnetization m2 and electronic order parameter  are shown
in Fig 5.6(b). The magnetic transition is rst order as it as a jump at about U = 0:2 ev.




Figure 5.6: (a) DOS for GAFM and AFM-b phase from DFT+U using 40K experiment
measured atom positions; (b) Electronic order parameter  (blue, left y axis) and magneti-
zation square (red, right y axis) vs U for Ca3Ru2O7 from DFT+U calculations with GAFM
initial magnetic structures. Orbitals resolved density of states obtained from DFT+U with
GAFM initial magnetic structure and (c)U = 1:0 ev, (d) U = 2:0 ev
the interaction strength increasing, both electronic order  and staggered magnetization m2
increase approximately linear. The orbitals resolved DOS for one Ru site for U = 2:0 and
U = 1:0 are shown in Fig 5.6(c) and (d) as examples. The DOS indicates the system is
paramagnetic metal as U < 0:2 ev and GAFM metal as 0:2 < U < 1:5 ev and GAFM
insulator as 2:0 < U ev.
DFT+DMFT results This intermediate GAFMmetal phase is also observed in DFT+DMFT
calculations. We use the average atom positions of 5% Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 reported in
experiments[77] and manually tune the orbital energy levels splitting  by adjusting cor-
responding diagonal elements of onsite hopping matrix, which is obtained from DFT using
this structure. The adjusted hopping matrices are used as input for the DMFT calculations.
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The Fig 5.7 shows the orbitals resolved spectral functions on one Ru site obtained by DMFT
calculations at 100K in GAFM phase with (a) = 0:16 ev(the original orbital split of the
structure), (b)  = 0:25 ev (c) = 0:3 ev. The spectral functions indicate the system is PM
metal at 100K when  = 0:16 ev, GAFM metal when  = 0:25 ev and GAFM insulator
when  = 0:3 ev. This intermediate metal phase is not observed in experiments. This
maybe suggest the eective interaction strength U is bigger in Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 than
Ca2RuO4 or the GAFM metal phase is hidden by the AFMb metal phase.
5.2.3 Free energy model for Ca3Ru2O7
Previous analysis suggests that, compared with Ca2RuO4, the Ca3Ru2O7 has much weaker
insulating phase and the MIT need magnetic order. This can be described by a more
generalized form of free energy:
Ftot = Fele() + Fela( ~Q) + FGAFM (m






6 + ::: (5.12)




i~k~Ri and ~Ri is the site
coordinates of ith Ru atom and ~k = (; ; ). The equation of states are therefore
@Fele
@




From DFT+U and DFT+DMFT calculations, in Ca3Ru2O7, electronic order parameter is
close to 0, the minimum in the metal phase. Thus we could approximate the electronic part






Then under magnetization, the electronic parameter equation gives






Figure 5.7: Orbitals resolved spectral functions on one Ru site obtained by DMFT cal-
culations at 100K in GAFM phase with (a) = 0:16 ev(the original orbital split of the
structure), (b)  = 0:25 ev (c) = 0:3 ev.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a)Resistance curves for multiple compressive uniaxial strains vs temperature of
10% Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7;(b) The elasto-resistance curve of 10% Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7. Used
under permission of Abhay et.al [97]
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m6 (5.17)
Thus if the electronic magnetic coupling is strong enough, it may change the magnetic
transition from a second order  > 0 to rst order    22 < 0. The application of
this free energy model and physical consequence of the electron-magnetic coupling will be
discussed in the section5.3 of elasto-resistance.
5.3 Uni-axial Strain Eect on Resistance in Ca2RuO4
and Ti Doped Ca3Ru2O7
5.3.1 Introduction
This section studies the susceptibility of resistance to uniaxial strain which is called ealsto-
resistance. If we denote resistance as R and  as the uniaxial strain amplitude. The elasto-
resistance is dened as 1R
@R
@ . Abhay N. Pasupathy et.al. conducted measurements of
elasto-resistance on both Ca2RuO4 and Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 under uniaxial strain around
the metal-insulator transition[97]. The resistance R and elaso-resistance for 10% Ti doped
Ca3Ru2O7 is shown in Fig 5.8(a) and (b).
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The elasto-resistance of Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 in the homogeneous insulating phase (T .
90 K) is much larger than that in the homogeneous metal phase (T & 100 K). There is a
relatively broad phase co-existence region in the middle( 10 K) where the elasto-resistance
exhibits a broad peak. Ca2RuO4 shows a step function type elasto-resistance curve, maybe
because the phase co-existence region is very narrow. In this subsection we incorporate
the Landau free energy formalism described in the previous section to explain the behavior
of elasto-resistance. To relate the macro transport quantity to electronic states, we need
to modeling the distribution of the phases. In experiments of Ca3Ru2O7, they have also
observed stripe patterns during the phase co-existence temperatures. If we assume the
current goes perpendicular to the domains boundaries( or the stripes) such that we could
approximate the resistivity as a series of insulator and metal domains.
R = If + M (1  f) (5.18)
where I;M are the resistances in insulating and metal phases respectively and f stands for





= 1(I M )f+M [
d(I M )














where we assumed I >> M .
This is our main equation for the elasto-resistance. Briey, the rst two terms generate
the step dierence in the elasto-resistance in two homogeneous phases:
The first two terms  1I
dI
d when f  1 (5.21)
 1M
dM
d when f  0 (5.22)
The peak in the coexistence temperature range comes from the third term.
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Here is our rst assumption that the band gap is proportional to the orbital occupancy














Since the  is on order of 1, the ratio E0 is on the order of band gap which is about 0.5 eV
much bigger than the temperature 100K 10 meV.
However in homogeneous metal phase, if the resistance is proportional to 1=N(Ef ), the
























In both phases, elasto-resistance is proportional to the @@ which could be estimated from
the free energy model. This will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. Briey, the
main source of the step dierence is from the fact E0T  @N0N0@ .
The resistance in phase co-existence region is given by eq 5.20. In order to have the
peak, it is essential to have the following ingredients
 A broad temperature range of phase co-existence.
 The strain eect is basically shifting the whole curve, or Tc.
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 The slope, dfdT , is varying with T.
The rst condition explains why CRO214 doesn't have the peak: its MIT is strongly rst
order and the phase co-existence region is very narrow. If we have f = (Tc T ), the third









Then the peak in dfd appears at the steepest point of f-T curve. The third condition is
necessary because if dfdT is constant in the whole phase co-existence range,
df
d would also be
a constant and there is no peak. The peak position in elasto-resistance, however, is further




. An assumption of I  M shifts the peak to the upper edge
of co-existence temperature range.







) + 1) (5.29)
to describe the phase fraction curve which is shown in the Fig2(a) by the blue curve. The
T controls the range of the phase coexistence region. If we assume the strain eect is
shifting Tc by
dTc
d = , which is shown in Fig2(a) red curve, the derivative of the f with






(1  tanh2(Tc   T
T
)) (5.30)
This is plot in Fig 2 (b) by the blue curve. The peak appears at the steepest part of f-T





= 0:05, Fig2(b) red curves shows the third term in eq 5.20. The peak position is shifted
to the upper edge of the co-existence region an amplied.
Finally adding two parts generates the elasto-resistance with features of a peak and step
dierence. The elastic theory with respect to stripes should be responsible to tell what the
phase fraction curve looks like.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: (a) An example of a phase fraction vs T with Tc = 0(blue) and Tc = 2 (red),






d assuming strain eect is shifting the whole
curve with ratio dTcd =  = 1 and M : I = 1 : 20
5.3.2 Landau free energy model for Ca2RuO4 and Ca3Ru2O7
The free energy models for Ca2RuO4 and Ti doped Ca3Ru2O7 have been discussed in
section4.2 (Eq. 4.1) and section5.2 (Eq. 5.12) respectively.
For Ca2RuO4 we use DMFT calculations to investigate the electronic energy of the two
series of structures. The electronic order parameter from two series of structures collapse
into one curve if we plot it against the specic octahedron model Q = Q3 0:45Q0 where
Q3 and Q0 are dened in Eq. 4.6. The electronic order parameter is shown in Fig 5.10.
The order parameter has a jump at Qc   0:05A, and approximately linear in two phases.










I (   )2 (5.32)




) 1 =   @F3@(Q) (5.33)
The second equal sign is using Eq.4.3. Linear regression on two sides shows the suscep-
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(a)
Figure 5.10: Occupancy disproportionation vs linear combination of octahedron distortions
using two groups of structure: (red dots) stretching c axis from a DFT+U relaxed structure
with a=b=5.44A, (blue dots) linear interpolated structures between 295K experiment mea-
sured positions and 400K experiment measured positions of Ca2RuO4. Dashed lines shows
linear t for insulating and metal phases.
tibility about I  2:8 ev 1 and M  2:6 ev 1 using the force term predicted by DMFT
calculation F3  2:8ev=A. Thus we conclude that the susceptibility across the transition is
quite similar in CRO214. And the term shown in elasto-resistance is
@
@i
=  F3 @(Q3   0:45Q0)
@i
(5.34)
Thus the susceptibility of octahedron distortion to the external strain may also cause dif-
ference of elasto-resistance in homogeneous phases. Here we use PM phase DFT and GAFM
phase DFT+U relaxation to estimate the optimized structure in high temperature PM metal
phase and low temperature insulating phase respectively. A more accurate calculation may
require full loop self-consistent DFT+DMFT calculations where the electronic phase and
optimized crystal structure are automatically generated for dierent temperatures. Starting
from these structures, we x uniaxial strains as a = 0:1A; 0:2A and b = 0:1A; 0:2A
respectively. And relax the other two axes and inner coordinates. The relaxed structures
are used to calculate the change of the special octahedron mode Q = deltaQ3   0:45Q0.
Fig 5.11 shows the linear t of Q vs a =
a
a and b =
b
b . Octahedron mode is much more
sensitive to b axis strain than a axis. According to eq 5.34 the order parameter susceptibility
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Figure 5.11: The response of the important octahedron mode with respect to uniaxial strain
along a and b directions and in two phases.





jM = 0:73 : 1 (5.35)





jM = 1:51 : 1 (5.36)
In the case of Ca3Ru2O7, for simplicity, we will not look for the important octahedron
mode like in Ca2RuO4. However, we will use the electronic state parameters, more speci-
cally, the orbital split  = (yz+xz)=2 xy and dimmerization strength tyz;or xz to replace
the octahedron modes since they are more closely connected to the electronic state order
parameter and magnetization. Then the free energy should be
Ftot = Fele() + (  kt) + FGAFM (m2)  mm2 + Fela( ~Q) (5.37)
with electronic part free energy and magnetic part free energy dened in Eq. 5.15 and
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Eq. 5.12. The susceptibility  and electronic magnetic coupling m can be estimated by
tting the order parameter change  against the relevant variables , t, and m2.
 = M (  kt+ m(m2)) (5.38)
More specically, starting from 40K experiment measured structure, we construct three
groups of linearly independent structures by: 1. stretching c axis; 2. adding epitaxial strains;
3. adding volume distortions. We then conduct DFT+U calculations with multiple U values
from 0.1 ev to 3.0 ev and GAFM phase initial magnetic structures. The converged electronic
structures of each crystal structure and U value is tted by MLWF via wannier90 to calculate
both orbital resolved occupancy, orbital split, hopping strength and magnetization on each
octahedron. Finally we t the change of electronic order parameter  with the rest of
variables via multi-variables linear regression according to eq 5.38 to determine coupling
strengths k, m and susceptibility . The Fig 5.12 shows the results of the linear regressions.
In Fig 5.12 (b) clearly shows the magnetization with xed U forms a plan with  and tyz or xz
and each plane separated equally proportional to U . These proves the linear expansion of
the Free energy around the phase transition and metal phase minimum point is valid. From
these we can estimate the parameters
 = 5:66  3:10tyz;or xz + 0:20m2 (5.39)
 m2 = 0:68U + 10:73  15:1tyz or xz (5.40)














Since the solution of insulating phase is not far away from the metal phase minimum, we
also assume the response of electronic parameters  and t on external strain is the same in
metal phase and insulating phase. Before magnetization we have
@
@





Figure 5.12: (a) linear regression of order parameter  vs m2,  and dimmerization




Figure 5.13: (a)Orbital split  = 12 (yz+xz) xy vs uniaxial tensile strain on a (blue) and
compressive strain on b (red) directions. Dashed lines are linear ts.(b)z direction hopping




= M + mM
@m2
@ = 5:66 + 2:15 = 7:81 (5.43)
@
@t
=    k + mM @m2@t =  3:10  3:02 =  6:12 (5.44)
The response of electronic parameters  and dimmerization strength tyz or xz with re-
spect to uniaxial strain also shows dramatic dierence between a axis strain and b axis
strain, which is similar to Ca2RuO4 case. We use the same DFT+U relaxation methods
with xed a or b axis and allowing other coordinates to relax. And use the relaxed struc-
tures with dierent unaxial strains to do static DFT + MLWF calculations to determine the
electronic parameters  and dimmerization strength tyz or xz. The following gure shows
the calculated parameters vs a and b direction strains. From Fig 5.13, in Ca3Ru2O7, b axis
strain not only has much bigger inuence on the orbital split, but also has dierent sign of
the slope as a axis strain. However, the z direction dimmerization strength is all enhanced
with the same slope by a and b axes strains, since by tensile a or b strain, the c axis all
decreases and enlarges the hopping in z direction. By linear t of these dots we get
@
@a
  0:15 ev; @
@b





 @tyz or xz
@b
 0:1 ev (5.46)
Thus according to eq 5.41 the factor @@ on a axis strain in two homogeneous phases can
be nally estimated as:
@
@a
jM = 5:66  ( 0:15)  3:1  0:1 =  1:16 (5.47)
@
@a




jM = 5:66  0:99  3:1  0:1 = 5:29 (5.49)
@
@b
jI = 7:81  0:99  6:12  0:1 = 7:12 (5.50)
This is a strong prediction that can be directly compared with experiments:a compressive
strain on a axis will increase the resistance while a compressive strain on b axis will decrease
the resistance.
5.4 Non-homogeneous Solutions, Stripe Patterns in Cur-
rent Driven MIT
5.4.1 Introduction
The spatially non-homogeneous phases have been widely observed in strongly correlated
materials, such as metal and insulator stripes on single-crystalline VO2 nanobeams due to
substrate-induced strain[80, 98], non-homogeneous structures in manganites which maybe
crucial to explain the colossal magneto-resistance eect[12] and stripe patterns in current
driven metal-insulator transitions in Ca2RuO4 [100].
In the experiments of current induced MIT in Ca2RuO4, current is introduced to the
sample via needle like electrodes with a width of 40m deposited on opposite edges of
the crystal, enabling two terminal I-V characteristics to be obtained simultaneously with
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acquisition of optical micrographs and scattering-type scanning near eld optical microscopy
(s-SNOM) imaging across metal-insulator transition. Fig 5.14 presents the DC I-V curve
and optical photographs of a bulk single crystal sample of Ca2RuO4 at dierent stages
of its metal insulator transition. The experiment is conducted at room temperature so
the sample is in insulating phase when current is very small. Above some critical current
the phase co-existence appears. As the current increases, the LPbca metal phase emerges
continuously from negative electrode and expands gradually across the whole sample. The
phase separation is not perfect boundary but forms alternating metal and insulating stripes
in a narrow region near the phase front, as shown in Fig. 5.16 The polarity dependence,
meaning the L phase comes out from the negative electrodes for all samples is newly observed
in literatures. This may result from the fact that the band gap in Ca2RuO4 is formed by
dxy upper edge and dyz=xz upper band lower edge across the phase transitions. Thus lling
holes and lling electrons may have dierent eects on initiating the rearrangement of the
orbital occupancies in metal phase. Several important features of the stripes are
 The stripes on one sample orientate in one direction independent of the direction of
the L phase propagation. (Fig 5.16(a)(b))
 The width of the stripes decrease as one goes deeper into the opposite phase. (Fig 5.16(a)(b))
 On the sample, some region near the phase front has stripe patterns whereas some
other regions does not have stripes. (Fig 5.16(c))
The sample topography is also measured in the experiments via atomic force microscopy,
conducted concurrently with the IR nano-imaging. In Fig. 5.15(a), the s-SNOM image is
overlaid with corresponding topography, demonstrating a gradual rise of the IR response
(black curves) toward the higher end of the metallic side. Since the probing depth of s-
SNOM is typically less than 50 nm, this gradual increase of the IR response suggests a
growing depth of the metallic layer from S state to L phase across the PB, as schematically
shown in Fig.5.15 (c). In addition, Fig. 5.154(b) reveals that topography over the metallic
stripes is 1 nm higher than the insulating phase, which can be understood through the fact
that the S to L transition is accompanied by an out-of-plane lattice expansion by as much
as 2% (cL=cS=1.023). Therefore, the surface metallic layer near the vicinity of the PB is
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Figure 5.14: DC I-V curve with optical images taken by a CCD camera in the visible range.
The insets show the emergence and expansion of the L phase (dark region) at each stage
of the phase transition. The white dashed line in the bottom inset outlines the silver paint
electrodes on the sample surface. Taken from Ref [100]
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estimated to be no more than a few hundred nanometers in depth. This is much smaller
than the full thickness of the crystal, which is hundreds of microns. These ndings therefore
justify the use of a thin metallic layer in our theoretical model.
In this section we focus on this experiments and the spatially non-homogeneous stripe
patterns. We generate our free energy model to include the spatial resolution and proposed
a phenomenological mechanism for the formation of the stripes. Features of the stripes
reproduced from the theory model are discussed and compared with experiments.
5.4.2 General Model
We consider a three dimensional model, with a total free energy as below 5.51. In order
to have the spatial resolution, we replace the previous electronic order parameter  by
























 is related to the correlation length which basically controls the sharpness of the domain
wall edges. The second term is a combination of the bulk energy and external eld. The
third and forth terms are the elastic energy where ij stands for the strain tensor, which
has relation with displacement eld ij =
1
2 (@jui + @iuj). K is the stiness matrix. The
coupling factor ij is the lattice mismatches between two phases. Ca2RuO4 shows abrupt
distortions of the octahedron and lattice constants in the phase transition. This is because
of the linear couping between electronic states and octahedron distortions which causes a
dierent inner force on atoms in the phase transition[31] .Here we treat this lattice mismatch
as given values and thus neglect the electron degrees of freedom.






ij   @jij) +
Z
dsui(ij   ij)nj (5.52)





Figure 5.15: Topography and progression/regression of the PB. (a) Top: the sample to-
pography overlaid with the s-SNOM image in Fig. 2. For larger height change from L to
S state, fewer stripes are observed. (b) AFM topography (top) and IR s-SNOM signal S2
imaging (middle) of 8 stripes across the PB. The bottom gure shows that the variations in
topography (red curve) has a one-to-one correspondence to the IR signal (black curve). (c)
Schematic of striped surface metallic layer at the PB, L phase bulges due to larger out-of-
plane lattice constant, red arrows represent the magnitude and direction of current density
(d), (e) Progression or regression of the PB taken with repeated IR s-SNOM imaging on
three dierent samples under current uctuation around 12 mA. (d) The occurrence of new
metallic and insulating stripes with a width on the order of 100 - 200 nm during the retrac-
tion of the phase front. (e) The uctuation of the phase front. The current uctuation and
the time elapsed between the consecutive images taken in all the subgures are less than
0.1 mA and 20 min. (Taken from Ref [100])
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Figure 5.16: Oriented stripe formation across the PB. (a), (b), and (c) IR s-SNOM imaging
(2nd harmonic) of S-L phase boundaries on three dierent Ca2RuO4 samples. Lower panels
of (b) and (c): line cuts of the s-SNOM signal along the dashed lines in the upper panels.
(d), (e) Results of numerical minimization of the free energy for PB oriented at 45o and
90o to the crystalline bo direction27. Yellow indicates metal and blue insulator. Panel (f)
shares the same parameter as (d) except using a larger driving force gradient B. The grey
arrows in (a)-(f) indicate the direction of the L state expansion (normal of the PB) under
increasing current. Taken from Ref [100]
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; in the bulk (5.53)
ij = 

ij; on the free boundary surface (5.54)
The basic idea is rst assuming a given distribution of the order parameter (~x), and solving
the equations for the displacement eld 5.535.54. This can be solved more conveniently using






























































We will look for the distribution (~x) that minimizes the total free energy.
5.4.3 The Metallic Skin Model
To further simplify the consideration, we consider a sample extending over  L < x; y < L,
 D < z < 0 with a skin of thickness d << D;L at z = 0 in which an order parameter  may
have a distribution and  remain insulating in other regions. Fig. 5.17 shows an example
of a cut in the xz plane at y = 0, where there is a metallic skin (blue regions) on the left of





Figure 5.17: Sketch of situation considered in these notes, with slab of material (length 2L,
depth D) with skin of depth d on z = 0 surface containing region of thickness d of order
parameter. In absence of strain eects, nonzero order parameter is favored for x < x?. Here
two order parameter domains are shown
The stiness parameters of the material is considered to be isotropic:
Kijkl = ijkl + ikjl + iljk (5.59)
In Ca2RuO4 the stiness parameter will be dierent since the symmetry is Pbca, but this
treatment is simple and good enough to capture the properties of stripe patterns qualita-
tively. The lattice mismatches during the phase transition are simplied as xx > 0 and
yy = 

zz = 0 so that the symmetry is broken by x direction lattice mismatch. This sym-
metry breaking will give us the orientation of the stripe patterns and is analogs to the real
case where b axis distortion is much bigger than a axis distortion in the low temperature
phase. This stress causes strain elds which spread through the sample away from the `skin'
of metallic phase. Intuitively the length of the penetration of the stress eld is proportional






















The third term is a combination of bulk order parameter free energy and external eld
from the current eect. In the Ca2RuO4 the free energy is basically a quadratic term with a
linear coupling between electronic states and lattice distortions[31]. In the experiment, we
observed there could be stripe patterns in a narrow region around the interface. Thus we
assume the combination eect of the bulk free energy and external eld is an eective linear
external eld with gradient parameter A. And it favors one phase on one side and another
phase on the other side of the interface. The penalty of the order parameter on the wrong
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side is proportional to the distance from that point to the interface.
f() = Eext((~x)) = A(~x  ~n)(~x) = A(xcos + ysin)(~x) (5.61)
where ~n = cosx^ + siny^ is the direction perpendicular to interface and pointing out from
metal phase to insulating phase. This is like a rst order approximation of the eect. And
there is a cuto for the  values (in the 2D calculations I chose  1 <=  <= 1.)
Before we study the solution of this free energy in detail, we can see that under the
assumption about the lattice mismatch, the elastic energy term only cares about the varia-
tion of the order parameter on x direction which is the one with mismatch. This means if
there is a way to lower the elastic energy by forming stripes, the stripes should form along
y direction so that the variation of the order parameter is maximized on x direction. The
Green function for this model can be approximated by the one for a semi-innite isotropic
material which is already solved in Landau lectures(Volume 7 ).
Gxx(~x; ~x





























5.4.4 Gradient Descent Method
Gradient decent and nite element methods are used to nd the optimized distribution of
 on 2D surface. Briey, we discretized the surface to a N by N mesh grid. According
to eq 5.60, starting from an initial random distribution of  between 1 (metal) and -1
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+ dA(xcos + ysin)g
(5.66)
where  is the step length of the descent. The factor in front of the elastic energy is absorbed
by , and we redene the factor in front of the domain wall energy term as K = 2Ed()2(1+)x
and the factor contains in front of the external eld as B = Ax
22E
d()2(1+) where x is the unit
length of the mesh grid. Thus K is proportional to correlation length and B is proportional to
gradient of the external eld. They are both inversely proportional to the lattice mismatch.
More details about the method can be found in the appendix.
The orientation of the stripes could also be seen intuitively from @
2Gxx
@x@x0 which is like




jx x0j3 < 0, then the order parameters with dierent phases values have lower




jy y0j3 > 0, thus the phase order parameters tend
to have the same value along y direction. These lead to stripe patterns along y direction.
5.4.5 Results
Dependence on the driving force directions Stripes are always normal to the stress
direction (i.e. stripes parallel to y) independent of the orientation of the global PB, which
is normal to the driving force, or current (see Fig.5.18) .
Dependence on the driving force strength If the gradient of the driving energy is
large compared to the elastic energy (large B), there is a single interface. As B decreases,
the interface becomes unstable to the formation of stripes. The threshold value depends on
the direction of the interface. The length of the stripes (number if the stripes are parallel
to the interface) increases as B decreases. (See Fig. 5.19)
The stripe periodicity The periodicity (mean stripe-stripe distance) of the stripes is




Figure 5.18: Strip patterns for 2D simulation using gradient descent and nite element
method, with the same domain wall energy parameter K(= 2:0), interaction radius R = 5,
Poisson ratio  = 0:2, and various interface parameters such as the gradient of external eld
B and the angle between interface normal direction and mismatch direction (x axis) : (a)





Figure 5.19: Strip patterns with dierent values of B(a)= 0:5, (b)B = 1:0, (c)B = 1:5. with
the same mesh scale N=20, interaction range R=5, rescaled domain wall energy parameter
K = 2:0, angle for the norm direction of interface  =  45o, and Poisson ratio  = 0:2.
The direction of the driving force is normal to the global PB indicated as dotted lines. (d)
The threshold of B (maximum allowed for the occurrence of stripes), Bc, depends on the
orientation of the driving force with respect to the lattice mismatch direction; (e) the depth
of the stripes into the opposite phase versus normalized B. Both the threshold and depth




Figure 5.20: Strip patterns for increasing K (a)1.5, (b)2.0, (c)3.0 with other parameters
N = 40; B = 0:3;  =  90; R = 5  = 0:2
weak and mainly controls how rapidly the order parameter changes from one phase to the
other, in other words, the sharpness of an interface. In Fig. 5.20 we compare the stripe
patterns when and takes three values changing by a factor of two. The peak positions and
the periodicity only decrease a little, but the domain boundary obviously becomes blurred.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we present several applications of the free energy formalism for the MIT in
both Ca2RuO4 and Ca3Ru2O7. The model successfully explains the suppression eect of
epitaxial strain on MIT temperatures in Ca2RuO4. The suppression on the transition is due
to the geometric constraint implied by the clamping of the strains and the strong coupling
between in-plane Ru-O bond length and in-plane lattice constants. And it illustrate the
importance of electron-lattice coupling on the MIT. Application to external stress eect
are investigated by generalizing the lattice elastic model to include both lattice constants
and octahedron distortions degree of freedom, which presents the coupling of octahedron
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distortions and long wavelength strains. The free energy model is further generalized to
study spatially non-homogeneous solutions in the phase co-existence case. We propose a
metallic skin mechanism to explain the stripes patterns in the experiments and investigated
the features of the stripe patterns, which are comparable to experiments observations. Other
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Appendix A
Formulas of Electronic Energy
in Real and Imaginary
Frequencies
A.1 Non-interacting Hamiltonian: Kinetic energy
















From the denition of Green function in imaginary time representation




















 is the fermion Matsubara frequency. Then the kinetic energy becomes


















This is the general form for kinetic energy which we would use to get formula for DMFT
method in a while. For non-interacting case it is more convenient to do the calculation in
real frequency since we already have the density of state from DFT calculation. The analytic
continuation from Matsubara frequency and real frequency is






i!n   ! (A.8)
Then the kinetic energy is













































i!n   ! = nF (!) (A.10)
we can convert the kinetic energy to real frequency















For non-interacting case the Green function has a simple form
G(k; !) =
1
!   (t^k   ) + i
(A.12)
where t^k means it is a matrix. Using this simple form of non-interacting Green function, we
have









t^k   !     i + ! + + i
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d!!ADFT (!)) + Ntot
(A.13)
A.2 Interacting Hamiltonian
When there is interaction, we will focus on the single site DMFT or Hartree Fock case where
the self-energy is independent of k.
G^(k; !) =
1
!   t^(k) +   (!) + i (A.14)
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 6=

























































The calculation of Honsite and Htot requires the following relation
X
ka
cyka[cka;H0] = H0 (A.17)X
ka
cyka[cka;Honsite] = 2Honsite (A.18)






[< H0 > +
X
ka
< cyka[cka;H   Ntot] > +Ntot] (A.19)
the second term on the right side of the equation is related to the time derivative of the
Green function








It can be proved
X
ka
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(A.23)
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The spectral function A has set chemical potential as zero since
A(!) =   1









! +   tk   (!) + i (A.25)
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Appendix B
Ca2RuO4 Electron Energy in
Hartree Fock Approximation
We are interested in Ca2RuO4. The conguration is d
4; the relevant orbitals are the t2g.
Here we neglect spin-orbit coupling and assume xz and yz orbitals are degenerate.
The non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian is a dispersion plus on-site energies a with
a = xy or xz=yz.
The interaction is in eq 1.3. In Hartree Fock approximation the self-energies are
xy" = U hnxy#i+ (U   2J) (hnxz#i+ hnyz#i) + (U   3J) (hnxz"i+ hnyz"i) (B.1)
xy# = U hnxy"i+ (U   2J) (hnxz"i+ hnyz"i) + (U   3J) (hnxz#i+ hnyz#i) (B.2)
xz" = U hnxz#i+ (U   2J) (hnxy#i+ hnyz#i) + (U   3J) (hnxy"i+ hnyz"i) (B.3)
xz# = U hnxz"i+ (U   2J) (hnxy"i+ hnyz"i) + (U   3J) (hnxy#i+ hnyz#i) (B.4)
yz" = U hnyz#i+ (U   2J) (hnxy#i+ hnxz#i) + (U   3J) (hnxy"i+ hnxz"i) (B.5)
yz# = U hnyz"i+ (U   2J) (hnxy"i+ hnxz"i) + (U   3J) (hnxy#i+ hnxz#i) (B.6)














We will discuss the ground state of the system for both atomic limit and non-atomic limit.
B.1 Atomic limit
In the atomic limit the imaginary part of the Green's function is  times a delta function
at the site energy
Ea = a +a (B.8)
so
hH   Niatomic limitHF =
X
a




hH   Niatomic limitHF =
X
a
(a   )na + 1
2
ana (B.10)
One possible state is 022 (xy empty, xz/yz full). In this case
xy"# = 4U   10J (B.11)
xz=yz"# = 3U   5J (B.12)
and
Exy = xy + 4U   10J (B.13)
Exz=yz = xz + 3U   5J (B.14)
The state is only stable if Exz=yz < Exy i.e.
xz  xy < U   5J (B.15)









The total energy is then
E022 = 2 (xz  xy)  8U + 20J (B.17)
Another possible state is `211': xy with 2 electrons and xz=yz each with 1 (spin up). In this
case
xy" = 3U   6J (B.18)
xy# = 3U   4J (B.19)
xz" = 3U   8J (B.20)
xz# = 4U   7J (B.21)
and
Exy" = xy + 3U   6J (B.22)
Exy# = xy + 3U   4J (B.23)
Exz" = xz + 3U   8J (B.24)
Exz# = xz + 4U   7J (B.25)
This state is stable if the highest xy is lower than the highest xz=yz, i.e. if
xy  xz < U   3J (B.26)
If the highest xy state is lower than the lowest xz/yz state, i.e. when
xy  xz <  4J (B.27)
then the chemical potential is half way between the upper and lower xz states and







in which case the energy is
E211 = 2 (xy  xz)  8U + 17J (B.29)
The interesting case for the chemical potential is when the highest xy state is higher
than the lowest xz/yz state, i.e. when
xy  xz >  4J (B.30)
There is a wide region of interesting behavior.
In this interesting regime, the chemical potential must be half way between the xy # and










The energy is then
E211 =  8U + 9J (B.32)
and is independent of the dierence in on-site energies. The total energy H will be
H = E211 + 4 = 2(xy +xz) + 6U   13J (B.33)
Comparing Eqs. B.17 and B.32 says the transition occurs when




For non-atomic limit, we use a tight bonding model on 2D square lattice, add hopping term
for the kinetic Hamiltonian
xy =  2 + ( 2t1)(coskx + cosky)  4t2coskxcosky (B.35)
xz =

2   2tzxcoskx (B.36)
yz =

2   2tyzcosky (B.37)
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For simplicity we remain in the FM phase, so that the occupations can be expressed by one
variable nxz
nxy" =nyz" = nzx"
1 =nxy# + 2nzx#
(B.38)
The self-energies become
xy" = 3U   6J   4Jnxz# (B.39)
xy# = 3U   4J + (U   3J)2nxz# (B.40)
xz" = 3U   8J + 2Jnxz# = yz" (B.41)
xz# = 4U   7J   (U   3J)nxz# = yz# (B.42)
nzx# and  should be calculated self-consistently when  and tyz=zx is changing. Plug the
self-energy into the spectral function, we can get the self-consistent condition
nxy" = 1 = 1N
P
kx;ky (  (xy + 3U   6J   4Jnxz#)) (B.43)
nyz" = nxz" = 1 = 1Nx
P
kx




(  (xy + 3U   4J + 2(U   3J)nxz#)) (B.45)
nyz# = nxz# = 1Nx
P
kx
(  (xz + 4U   7J   (U   3J)nxz#)) (B.46)
Before the yz/xz# band touch with xy# band, the middle of the bands are at 4U   7J + 2
and 3U   4J   2 . Once the bands touch, nxz# > 0, the xy# band would be further lifted
by (U   3J)2nxz# and upper band would be lower by  (U   3J)nxz#. Thus the nxz# would
further increase until balance. This indicate the phase transition under HF approximation
would be a rst order transition. The way we did the self-consistent calculation is as follows:
 Starts with an initial guess for the nxz#, for example nxz# = 0:5, and calculate the
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(  (xz + 4U   7J   (U   3J)nxz#))
(B.47)






(  (xz + 4U   7J   (U   3J)nxz#)) (B.48)








+ 2(t1   t2)  txz (B.49)
Once get self-consistent nxz# and , we can calculate the total energy using eq B.7. One


















































Each time before the iteration, the Hamiltonian without nxz part can be tabulate to save
time.
We rst did calculation with U = 2:0, J = 0:4, t1 = 0:22, t2 = 0:08, t3 = 0:22, and 
changing from 0.2 ev to 0.4 ev. For each set of parameters, we start initially from metal
phase (n0xz# = 0:5) and insulating phase (nxz# = 0), to get self-consistent results. In the
g B.2(a), it shows the occupation number for after each iteration starting from metal
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phase. One can see, these iterations converge very fast and the metal phase is stable upto
 = 0:31 ev. The insulating phase disappear when  < 0:2 ev and the phase transition
happens between these two bounds. In g B.2(b) it shows the total energy < H > for metal
phase (blue solid line) and insulating phase(red line). The phase transition happens around
c = 0:28 ev. Thus the total energy in FM HF approximation would have the form like
< Htot >= 4H0 +Einsulator +H = 4H0 +6:803 ev+ ( c(t))(c(t) ) (B.51)
In our model the average on-site energy is set 0, H0 = xy  2 + yz + zx = 0. This
part is a linear function for the lattice distortions Q0 and Q3, which would be absorbed
when we expand the free energy around metal or insulator minimums. This formula can be
easy generalized when bandwidth or hopping is changing,c = c(t). From the electronic
structure studied in the 1st section, we see that, for reason not clear so far, the tyz=zx has
more sensitive dependence on both in-plane bond and apical bond length, thus more sensitive
during phase transition. We calculated the total energy with tyz=xz = 0:18 ev  0:28 ev,
 = 0:2 ev  0:3 ev. And the total energy surface is shown in g B.2 Thus for a single
crystal system, by changing both  and t hopping with appropriate relation of Q3 and Q0,
the decrease of energy is more ecient than just changing , stretching c lattice constant,




Figure B.1: (a)occupation number on down spin xz/yz orbital vs iterations with dierent
orbital spacing. The iteration starts from metal phase. (b)electron energy vs orbital spacing
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Figure B.2: electron energy surface vs orbital spacing  and nearest neighbor hopping of
yz/zx orbitals tyz=xz. Calculated in Hartree Fock approximation.
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Appendix C



















































In equation C.4, the rst term vanishes due to the BC for G eq 5.56; the second term and
the fourth term cancel each other due to the symmetry in K and G; the third term can be
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replaced by source term on boundary eq 5.54. Thus we nally have the expression for u as
G in eq 5.57 after replacing x and x' (since G(x; x0) = G(x0; x)).
C.2 Finite elements and Gradient Descent Methods for
2D Calculations
We used gradient decent and nite element methods to simulate the order parameter dis-
tribution on the 2D surface. This is probably similar to what Alex has done. The new
conclusions are mainly on the understanding of strips periodicity (or width) and how the
interface orientation corresponding to the mismatch direction (x direction) and strength of
the external eld inuence the strip patterns.
















+ dA(xcos + ysin)g
(C.5)
with rst and second order derivative given in eq 5.63 and eq 5.64.
The numerical implementation of the gradient descent method is by a nite element
method. The whole region is separated to a N by N mesh grid. The transform of the
domain wall energy and the external eld energy to numerical expression is straight forward
  dKr2(~x) + dA(xcos + ysin)
!   dK
x2
[(i+ 1; j) + (i  1; j) + (i; j + 1) + (i; j   1)  4(i; j)] + dAx(icos + jsin)
(C.6)
where ~x = x(i; j) is the coordinates on the mesh grid. The elastic energy involves
an integration over the whole region. For simplicity, I only add terms with coordinates
~x0 = x(nx; ny) not further away from ~x = x(i; j) by radius parameter R: 0 < r =p





























where the prime on the summation indicates that only points with 0 < j~x0 ~xj <= Rx are
added in the calculations. We could absorb the factor d
2()2(1+)
2Ex into step ratio  in the
gradient descent method, then redene the domain wall energy parameter 2Ed()2(1+)x !
K, and the gradient of external eld Ax
22E
d()2(1+) ! B. The algorithm is
 Initialize the  at each point randomly between -1 to 1;
 For each point (i; j) on the mesh grid, calculate gradient
Etot


































 Update  on the mesh grid simultaneously by  !     Etot , if the new (i; j) > 1
or (i; j) <  1, reject the update, otherwise approve the update.
 repeat step 1 and 2 until change in  over m loops is smaller than a convergence value
say 10 4.
The boundary condition is taken to be free boundary at i = 0; N and j = 0; N , (0; j) =
(1; j), (N; j) = (N   1; j), (i; 0) = (i; 1) and (i;N) = (i;N   1).
C.3 1D limit, interface parallel to y direction
If I further assume order parameter only has x dependence (x; y) = (x). This would be a
1D limit case for the 2D strips pattern when interface is parallel to the y direction. Do the
Fourier transform we get
(kx; ky) =
Z
dxdy(x)eikxx+ikyy = 2(ky)~(kx) (C.9)
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The rst term gives 2(1 
2)












In order to nd the global minimum for the total energy, we assume (x) = 1 for
 L < x < x0, x1 < x < x2, ..x2N 1 < x < x2N and 0 for the rest region. (Fig 5.17 shows



















x = AdL( L2 + x20   x21 + x22   :::  x22N 1 + x22N ) (C.14)











( 1)i+j 1ln(xj   xi) (C.15)
An intuitive way to see this is consider the elastic energy as an interaction of the domain
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walls. More specically, rewrite the elastic energy to a form with derivatives on  and use
@x =
P2N





















where I approximate the Green function as 1/r and neglect the self-interaction energy of
the same domain walls which is divergent. We could also see from this point of view, that
the domain walls with the same sign (- from metal to insulator, + from insulator to metal)
attract each other and the domain walls with the opposite signs repeal each other. Notice
that we have neglect the domain wall energy jrj2 since our  only take two values here.
And we can normalize the factor before elastic energy and nally get











j 6=i( 1)i+j 1 1xj xi for i = 0; :::2N (C.18)
The gradient decent method similar to the previous section is used. Only here the x's
are continuous. The distribution of x's for each number of strips (N) case is calculated and
compared to nd the conguration with minimum total energy. Fig C.1 (a) shows the total
energy vs B values for dierent number of strips. The system with smaller B value which
means bigger lattice mismatch or smaller gradient of the eective external eld, favors more
strips. This is consistent with 2D simulations. The solution of x for N strips is symmetric
corresponding to xN in the sense that xN+n =  xN n for n = 0; 1:::N . Also, if one already
have optimized solution for N segment cases, then for N+1 segments cases, the middle part of
the solution (y1; y2; :::y2N+1) would look pretty much similar to the one of N segments case
with index shifted (y0; y1; :::; y2N ). The solution is like keeping the previous distribution of
y's untouched and add two new points at the beginning and end of the series symmetrically.
This can be seen from Fig C.1 (b) and (c). Take B = 0:015 as an example, the optimized
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solutions for N = 1; 2; 3are
y(N = 1) = ( 4:0825; 0; 4:0825) (C.19)
y(N = 2) = ( 7:0711;   4:0825; 0:0000; 4:0825; 7:0711) (C.20)
y(N = 3) = ( 9:5302;   7:0710;   3:0290; 0:0000; 3:0291; 7:0711; 9:5302) (C.21)
Since we assume y direction is independent, we could plot the solution to 2D. In Fig C.1(d)
we plot the optimized solution with B = 0:007 and 4 strips. We can see even for a xed
skin thickness and zero domain wall energy  = 0, we still get nite width of the strips
and the strips for insulating (metallic) phase is increasing (decreasing) when they go across
the interface into the opposite phase. This is a intrinsic result from the interplay between
elastic energy and the linear external eld. This is consistent with 2D simulation result




Figure C.1: Optimized solutions by gradient decent method.(a) total energy vs B of N =
0; 1:::5 segments cases; (b)lengths of segments vs B for N = 1; 2; 3 segments cases;(c)centers
of the segments vs B for N = 1; 2; 3, segments cases;(d) an example for the optimized strips
with B = 0:007
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